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 Abstract
Basic concepts of birational geometry are introduced. Then the techniques of the
method of maximal singularities, a powerful tool of proving birational rigidity, is
presented in detail. On this basis, it is proved that a Fano double space V of
dimension m, branched over a generic hypersurface of degree 2m, which is singular
at a linear subspace of codimension k, is birationally superrigid if 2m < k(k—3)+4.
In particular, there are no non-trivial structures of a rationally connected fibre
space on V, V is non-rational, and the groupsofbirational and biregular self-maps
coincide.
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 O Introduction
During the nineteenth century, algebraic geometry developed from many sources;
firstly from the classical geometryitself, including projective geometry, and also the
work carried out by the Italian school on curves and surfaces. Another motivation
for the construction of this field of mathematics was in order to further develop
the study of invariant theory, which played a key role in the development of ab-
stract algebra (most notably by Hilbert and Emmy Noether) at the beginning of
the twentieth century. The rigorous foundations for algebraic geometry were laid
during these early decades of the twentieth century by van der Waerden, Zariski,
and Weil. Classically, algebraic geometry is the study of systems of polynomial
equations in several variables, with particular focus on understanding the geometric
structure of solutions, that is, the set of zeros of polynomials, forming the objects
of study known asalgebraic varieties. Grothendieck’s concept of scheme (1960’s)
extended the classical ideas to arbitrary commutative rings, with prime ideals the
algebraic objects and schemes the geometric. Algebraic geometry is at the core of
modern mathematics, having connections with areas as varied as complex analysis
and numbertheory.
Birational geometry is the branch of algebraic geometry where the invariants are
the function fields of the varieties; that is to say, two varieties are birational if and
only if they have isomorphic function fields. More formally, a birational mapping
from one algebraic variety to another is a rational mapping that has a rational
inverse. Whereas in biregular geometry varieties are mapped by regular, that is,
locally polynomial maps, here we have rational mapstaking their place. In general,
such rational mapsare defined only at generic points, that is, on dense open subsets,
failing to be defined on closed subsets where the map is said to be non-regular. In
chapter 1, we show that the set of points at which a rational map is non-regular
is of codimension > 2. Blowups are the simplest birational maps, and are used to
resolve the points of indeterminacy of a (bi)rational map (chapter 2).
In the context of birational geometry, the rationality problem is that of deter-
mining whether a given variety is birational to the projective space of the same
dimension. For curves, rationality is determined by the genus: a curve is rationalif
and only if its genus is zero. For surfaces, differential geometric invariants can again
be used to determine rationality (Castelnuovo rationality criterion). In dimension
three and higher, the method of maximalsingularities (chapter 4) is the main tool
used to study the birational geometry of varieties, and first appeared in the paper
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[9] - see section 3.3 for a discussion on how this developed from the earlier work of
M. Noether and Gino Fano.
In example 5.4, we state some existing results concerning the birational super-
rigidity of double spaces; in particular, that a smooth double space of index 1
branched over a smooth hypersurface of degree 2m in the projective space P” is
birationally superrigid, and when the branch divisor contains isolated singularities
(satisfying the given conditions), the same result holds. The main aim ofthis thesis
is to extend these results by proving the birational superrigidity of a double space of
index 1 branched over a generic hypersurface containing a singular locus of higher
dimension.
The main geometric implications of birational superrigidity will then be that
there are no non-trivial structures of a rationally connected fibre space on the variety,
from which it immediately follows that the variety is non-rational, and that the
groupsof birational and biregular self-maps coincide (see corollary 5.3). It is this
last property that distinguishes between a variety being rigid and superrigid. In
theorem 4.24, we will see that for a birationally rigid primitive Fano variety, the
group of birational self-mapsof the variety is generated by the subgroupof biregular
automorphisms together with the untwisting maps that we discuss in section 4.5.
Hence, superrigidity is rigidity combined with property that the aforementioned
groups coincide. The precise definitions of birational rigidity and superrigidity are
given in chapter 4. In section 3.2 we explain why varieties with no non-trivial
structures of a rationally connected fibre space are of interest.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 1, we give a few preliminary
results that we will need later on. We show that it follows from the fact that the local
ring of a nonsingular point is a UFD that differential forms are birational invariants,
and that there are no non-zero global differential forms on projective space. This
property can then be used to immediately rule out rationality of varieties containing
such forms (chapter 3). Chapter 2 describes the blowupofa variety, and the inverse
image of a divisor (cycle) with respect to this blowup. In chapter 3, we consider
properties of rationally connected (Fano) varieties and fibre spaces, and give a brief
history of the rationality problem.
In chapters 4-6 the mainresult of this work is discussed and proved: the birational
superrigidity of Fano double spaces V — PP’, m > 6, branched over a generic
hypersurface W2,,, of degree 2m with a large singular locus P = SingW2,, C P”,
a linear subspace of high dimension. Our work is organised as follows: chapter 4
outlines how the proof of the main theorem will proceed, that is, by the method of
 maximal singularities, and the steps this entails are detailed in this section. Chapters
5 and 6 are based on a note written by the author [1]. In the former chapter, we
formulate the problem, and prove the result for a very specific case for which we
can use methods similar to those used to prove the result in the smooth case. We
state what the main obstruction to proving the result in the general case is, and in
chapter 6, we use the connectedness principle (inversion of adjunction) to complete
the proof.
Acknowledgments
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The groundfield is always an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero; the
main example is k = C.
1 Preliminaries
This chapter is divided into three main sections. In thefirst, we give the definition of
a unique factorisation domain (UFD), andthe goalofthis section is to prove that the
local ring O, of a nonsingular point « € X is a UFD. Wealso state two important
corollaries of this fact. Differential forms are introduced in the next section, and the
UFDproperty of a local ring is used to show that differential forms make natural
birational invariants. We also prove that there are no global differential forms on the
projective space. In the final section, we define a linear system of effective divisors
on a variety, and show how wecan associate a rational map to a given system.
Linear systems will be fundamental in proving the main result of this thesis.
1.1 Unique factorisation domains
Let X be a nonsingular variety, that is, for the maximal ideal m, C Oz,
dim, m,/m2 = dimO, for each x € X so that the local ring O, is a regular
local ring for each x € X. We begin by stating some standard algebraic definitions
and results.
Definition 1.1 An integral domain R is a unique factorisation domain (UFD
for short) if every non-zero non-unit element of R is expressible uniquely as a prod-
uct of irreducible elements of R, up to permutation and multiplication by units.
Furthermore, in a UFD,all irreducible elements are prime.
Definition 1.2 If k is field, the ring k{[x1,...,2n]] of formal power series
in Z1,...,Z» is the ring whose elements are infinite expressions of the form ¢ =
Fot+F,+Fo+..., where F; € k[x,,...,2,] is a form of degree 7.
In the ring of formal powerseries k|[r1,...,2n]], we introduce a lexicographic
ordering on monomials. That is, r?r?...zin < afc? ... ar, if and onlyif tg < ja
for a the greatest number such that ig # ja. Hence,
L<a,<ai<... <a) < 4%) < TiIQ <....
1.1. Unique factorisation domains 9
 
Theorem 1.3 (Weierstrass division theorem) Let s,q € k[[x1,...,,]] with
q #0. Then there exist unique p,r € k|[z1,...,%»]] such that
sS=pqrtrr,
where no monomial in r is divisible by the lowest monomial in q.
Proof This is the same as the polynomial division algorithm, but now its a trans-
finite algorithm. At each step of the algorithm, we subtract a monomial multiple of
q from s, and hence we cancel the lowest monomial in 7, which is divisible by the
lowest monomial in q. Oo
Theorem 1.4 (Weierstrass preparation theorem) If q € k{[z,...,%p]] and
x} is the lowest monomial in q for some integer a, then there exists an invertible
element u € k{[x1,...,£n]] and elements ao,...,@a—1 € k|[x2,...,£n]] such that
uq = dp +: a4, +... + Gg-1201 + 2%,
where the right handside of this equality is called a Weierstrass polynomial.
Proof Substitute the given formal powerseries g and s = z{ into the division
theorem to get
ry = ug +r, (1)
where no monomial in r is divisible by z{. Hence, we can write
Aj +Q1,%, +... + fieae = —T, (2)
where a; € ki[[r2,...,%n]]. The result is then given by adding (1) to (2). Note that
the smallest monomial in u is 1, since s = xf and xf is the smallest monomialin q
- this is the first step in the division algorithm. Hence, setting g =u and s = in
the division algorithm, and using thedefinition of r, we obtain that r = 0, proving
that u is indeed invertible. See [2, page 8] also. q
Theorem 1.5 If R is an integral domain with unique factorisation, then so is the
polynomial ring, R[x).
Theorem 1.6 Suppose k is an infinite field. Then the formal powerseries ring
k|[v1,-.-,%n]] is a UFD.
Proof The proof is by induction on the numberof variables xj,...,2,, where the
Weierstrass preparation theorem is used to reduce the statement of the theorem to
the analogous statement for polynomials in x; with coefficients in k[[x2,..., n]]
10 1. Preliminaries 
That is, for a polynomial ring over a power series ring in fewer variables, which is
a UFD by applying theorem 1.5 to the induction hypothesis. See, for example, [3,
vol.2, chapter VII, §1, theorem 6]. o
Theorem 1.7 (Krull’s intersection theorem) For R a Noetherian local ring
with maximal ideal M, we have () M‘ =0.
Proof This is a corollary of Nakayama’s lemma. See, for example, [4, appendix 6,
proposition 4]. o
Theorem 1.8 (D. Mumford) Let A be any Noetherian subalgebra of a formal
powerseries algebra A = C[[x1,...,n]] such that all the elements of A with con-
stant term non-zero are invertible, and such that A contains the polynomial ring
C([r1,...,2%n]. Then A is a UFD.
Weare interested in the case when A = O,, that is, the local ring of C[2,..., Zn]
at (%1,..-,2n). We write O, for the ring of formal powerseries, and view O, as a
subring O, C On. Let 7m, denote the ideal of On consisting of formal powerseries
with constant term 0, and 7m* the ideal of formal power series having no terms of
degree < k. In view of the inclusion 0; Qs, it follows that mtn O, = mk,
where m, is the maximal ideal in O,. The following lemmais required for the proof
of the above theorem:
Lemma 1.9 Let I Cc O, be any ideal in O,. Then 10,0, =I.
Proof Since O, is Noetherian, write J = (fi,..-, fm), for fi € Or. Then 10,00,
is the set of power series linear combinationsof f1,..., fm that belong to O;, also.
Consider F = aif, +...+@Qmfm, Gi € On, and let as*) be the truncation of a; to
total degree < k. Now, suppose F' € QO, also, so that FE IO,O,. Hence, we
may rewrite F’ as
F=a)fp+...tafin te, (3)
where ¢ is a C-linear combination of monomials of total degree > k. Hence, ¢ € mk,
and since F’ € Oz, it follows from (3) that ¢ € O,, so that e € mENO, = mk. So,
F €m* +1, and therefore
10,0 O, C mE +1. (4)
Now,consider the quotient ring O,,/, with maximalideal
(mz +1)/I = m,z/(mz NL) = m,z/T.
1.1. Unique factorisation domains 11
 
From (4), it follows that any element of (IO, 1 O,)/I belongs to
(m+ 1)/1 = mb] (mk 1) = (me/(me A 1))* = (me/1).
But this is true for all k, so that
(10. Oz)/I Cf \(me/D) = 0
by Krull’s intersection theorem. Hence, IO,NO, =I, as required. Oo
Proof of Theorem 1.8 Weprove the theorem for A = O, C Or. First, we show
that any non-zero non-unit is a product of irreducibles. Suppose not, and so by
the Noetherian property, the class of principal ideals generated by an element which
cannot be written as a product of irreducibles has a maximal element, (f). Since
f is not irreducible, let f = gh, for g,h non-zero, non-units. Then f € (g)N (h),
where g and h are necessarily products of irreducibles, and therefore so is f.
To show that O, is a UFD,it remains to prove that all irreducible elements of
O, are prime; that is, it remains to show that for f € O, irreducible, if f|ab then
f\a or f|b, where the division occurs in O,. We now use the result from theorem
1.6 that the formal powerseries ring O, is a UFD to write
f=df', a=dd, (5)
where d is the highest common factor of f and a in O,. The goal now is to replace
a’, f’ with elements of O,. As before, define a’) and f’” to be the truncations to
total degree < k of a’ and f’, respectively. Now, consider
af’) _ fal) = a(f'® _ f') _ f(a _ a’),
where the terms in parentheses are contained in 7nk = m*O,. Hence,it follows from
lemma 1.9 that
af!— fa'® € (am*O, + fm™Ox) NO, = amk + fmk.
Therefore, af’) — fa’) = ar — fs, for some r,s € m*, and so
a(f® —r) — f(a’— 5) =0. (6)
Now, set f” = f—r and a” =a’) — s, so that f” and f’ are equal up to terms
of total degree < k, and similarly for a” and a’. Substituting into (6), we obtain
the equation af" = fa" (7)
in O,. Viewing this as an equation in ©,, we can substitute (5) into (7) to give
da’f" = df’a", and so
a’f" _ fla" (8)
12 1. Preliminaries
 
(can divide by d since we are in an integral domain). From (5), we have that a’ and
f' are relatively prime, so due to the unique factorisation property of O,,, it follows
from (8) that f’|f” in O,. Write
yr _ uf". (9)
Now, as remarkedearlier, f” and f’ have the same lowest degree term, where we
can choose / so that there is at least one non-zero term of degree < k. Hence,
u must have constant term 1, so that wu is invertible in On, and so we can write
f' =u'f" in O,. Therefore,
f= df’ = wd" € f"0, Oz = fOr,
where again the last equality follows from lemma 1.9. This means that f” divides
f in O,, and we have that u-'d € O,. But f is irreducible in O,, so either u~td
or f” is a unit of O,.
Case 1: f” isa unit of O,. Then f” is a unit of O,, and so from (9), ff=utf"
is a unit in O,. We can then rewrite (5) as d = (f’)~!f, so that d is a multiple of
f. Then a = da’ is a multiple of f in O,, so that a € fO,NO, = fOr, proving
that fla in O,, as required.
Case 2: u-td is a unit of O,. Therefore in O,, f = u-!df” = u~!duf’, where
as a product of two units, (u-!d)u is a unit in O,. Hence, u-'du = u-!ud = d
is a unit in O-.., where d was defined as the highest common factor of f and a
in O,, so that f and a are relatively prime in ©,. As before, due to the unique
factorisation property of O,, flab in O, C O, implies that f\b necessarily in Oy.
Thus, b € fO, NO, = fOz, and so f|b in Oz, as required. o
Two important results that follow from the fact that the local ring O, is a UFD
are:
Theorem 1.10 An irreducible subvariety Y C X of codimension 1 has a local
equation in a neighbourhoodof any nonsingular point x € X.
Proof See, for example, [4, chapter II, §3, theorem 1]. oO
Theorem 1.11 If X is a nonsingular variety and yp: X --+ P% a rational map to
projective space, then the set of points at which y is not regular has codimension
2s
Proof See, for example, {4, chapter II, §3, theorem 3]. Oo
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Remark 1.12 Note that if X is singular, then there may exist Weil divisors that
are not Cartier, that is to say, such a divisor on X cannot be defined locally by a
single equation. A variety with the property that each local ring O, is a UFD is
called factorial, so that in a factorial variety, every Weil divisor is Cartier. We have
shown that all nonsingular varieties are factorial, and it is a fact that all factorial
varieties are normal. It is also known that the set of singular points of a normal
variety has codimension > 2, hence in particular, factorial varieties are nonsingular
in codimension 1.
Definition 1.13 A variety X is called Q-factorial if every Weil divisor D on X
is Q-Cartier, that is to say, for some m € N, mD is Cartier.
1.2 Differential forms
Definition 1.14 Let X bea quasiprojective variety. The tangent space O, ata
point x € X is defined as (m,/m2)*, the vector space ofall linear forms on m,/m2,
where m, is the maximalideal of the local ring O, of x. The vector space m,/m2
is called the cotangent space to X at x, denoted by O*. At a nonsingular point
xe xX, dimO, =dimOs=dimX.
We briefly recall the definition of a differential form. Let X be a nonsingular
variety of dimension n. Consider the set ®[X] of all possible functions y associating
to each point x € X a vector ¢(x) € O%. Since a regular function f on X defines
a differential d,f = f — f(z) mod m2 € ©* at x, any f € k[X] givesrise to an
element y € ®[X] by defining y(x) = d,f, denoted by df. Write ®"[X] for the set
of all functions sending each point « € X to an element of /\" O%.
Definition 1.15 A regular differential r-form on X is an element ¢ € ®"[X]
such that for all « € X, there exists a neighbourhood U such that y on U is
in the k{U]-submodule of ®’[(U] generated by the elements df; A... A df,, with
fi,---, fp € k[{U]. The regular differential r-forms on X form a module over k[X],
denoted by Q"[X]. Hence, such regular differential r-forms w € (2"[X] can be
written in the form
w= So gin.Hig A... A dfi, (10)
in a neighbourhoodof every point x € X, where gj,;, and the fi; are regular
functions in a neighbourhood of z.
14 1. Preliminaries
 
Now, consider an open set U C X, and a differential r-form w € 0"[U]. Define
an equivalence relation on pairs (w,U), by (w,U) ~ (W’,U’) ifw =w’ on UNU’.
An equivalence class under this relation is called a rational differential r-form
on X, and (2"(X) denotes theset ofall such forms. If f € k(X), then df defines a
rational differential form on X, and we have 02°(X) = k(X). Also, 2"(X) does not
change if X is replaced by an open subset,so is a birational invariant.
Since 2"(X) is a vector space over k(X) of dimension (") (see, for example (4,
chapter III, §5, theorem 3]), in some open subset U C X, with wy,...,Un € kU]
such that the products du; A... Adu, for 1 <%<... <7, < 7 form a basis of
Q"[U] over k{U], w € 2"(X) has a unique representation
a Gi4,
1<4), <...<4, <n
where g;,..;, are regular in some U’ C U, that is, are rational functions on X.
For y : X — a regular map, the pullback via y* of a differential r-form
=a,A... Adu,, is given by
Pe) => O'(G:«)de"(t,)) A--- Ad(e*(eu,))- (11)
The definition is now extended for when y: X — Y is arational map. Suppose X
is irreducible and that y(X) is dense in Y. Then, analogous with how the k-algebra
homomorphism k/Y] — k[X] can be extendedto a field homomorphism under these
conditions, since y is regular on some open set U C X, and any open set V C Y
has non-empty intersection with the image of y, the pullback y* : Q"(Y) 3 N"(X)
is well-defined. The computation is exactly as in (11).
Theorem 1.16 If X and Y are nonsingular varieties, with Y projective, and
y: X --+ Y a rational map such that p(X) is dense in Y , then
gO[Y] c OX] (12)
Proof By theorem 1.11, y is regular on the open set X\Z, where Z C X isa
closed set of codimension > 2. Since y(X) is dense in Y, it follows that for any
open set V CY, Vn y(X\Z) £9, and so y* : N'(Y) — 0"(X) is well defined.
Hence, for w € NY], y*(w) € N"(X), and moreover, y*(w) is regular on X\Z.
We need to prove that y*(w) is regular on the whole of X. Write y*(w) in some
open set U Cc X, in the form
gw) = Ye.4dt, A... A duy,,
1.2. Differential forms 15 
where U1,...,Un are regular functions on U such that du;, A... A dui, is a basis
for Q"[U] over k{U], and gj,..;, are regular in the open set U\(UN Z) CU. Now,
codimy(U NZ) > 2, so that the set of points at which gj,..;, is not regular has
codimension > 2. But this set is precisely the divisor of poles of g;,.i,, diVeo(9i,..i,);
which by definition is of codimension 1. Hence, we must have that div.(gi,..:,) =0,
and so the functions g;,.;, have no poles on U, so are regular functions on U, as
required. g
Corollary 1.17 If two nonsingular projective varieties X and Y are birational,
then the spaces 2"|X] and Q"|Y] are isomorphic. Hence, differential forms make
natural birational invariants.
Theorem 1.18 There are no non-zero global differential forms on P”.
Proof Let zo,...,2%, be projective coordinates on P”. Now, consider Up = A" C
P", where Up has coordinates z; = a, wavy Sy = a and a regular differential form
on Up given by
w= ) Ch,yl NivwedN ax, (13)
41 <u <dy
for aj,..;, @ polynomial in 2,...,2n.
Let U,; = A” C P", having coordinates wo = po We = Beye Wn = mi with
transition maps
LO 1 Li i .Ww=—=—, w=—=— fori=2,...,n
Ly 21 Ly 21
between the two charts. Hence,
1 Wi .A=—, 4=wz4=— fori=2...,n.Wo Wo
From (13), we have that on Uj,
y=
W Wi Wi- Dining GesBB Ha) d(Z) Ad(S2) A...Ad(Be) +
1=11 <i2<...<iz
_. , (LL we Wn wiz wig vinSo ising Bs MBs. Be) d( SE) Ad(S2) A... Ad (Se).
1<11 <19<...<itp
Hence, on Uj,
w=
1... .(1 we w dan . .» -e Qirig.nig Ges ieee e) dwy A w; A dw, A... \ dw, +
1=11 <i2<...<ip
» 14. .(1. w —~1\1 we, du: Fay, .an Dixin..ig (Gor gers es ae) ) (—1) wi, dwiy A... A dwi,... A dwi,,
1<ij<ig<...<iz j=0
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where wi, = Wo, giving a pole of at least order k+1 at wo = 0. Hence, w is not
regular in a neighbourhoodof a point such that zp = 0 (wo = 0), and so w is not a
regular differential form on P”. Oo
1.3 Linear systems
Let X be a normal projective variety. Recall that to each divisor D on X, thereis
an associated vector space
L(D) = {f € k(X)|D + div(f) > 0} U {0},
with I(D) = dim L(D).
Definition 1.19 Two divisors D and D’ on X are said to be linearly equivalent
if their difference is a principal divisor, thatis,
D—D'=div(f) for some f € k(X)*.
We write D ~ D’.
Definition 1.20 Let D be a divisor on X. The complete linear system asso-
ciated to D is the set
|D| = {D' € Div(X)|D’ > 0, D! ~ D}.
The complete linear system |D| is parameterised by the projective space
P(L(D)) = PO,
with the parameterisation given by
P(L(D)) > |D|, f mod k*+ D+div(f).
Hence, we can identify |D| with P(L(D)), so that |D| has the structure of a pro-
jective space.
Definition 1.21 A linear system J on X is a projective subspace of a complete
linear system |D], so that ¥ is a subset of |D| for some fixed divisor D, andis
parameterised by a linear subvariety of P(L(D)) = P)-1.
Example 1.22 Let H be the hyperplane {zp = 0} in Div(P"), and let r € Z,.
Then L(rH) = {F,/2p|F, € klzo...,2nlr}, where k[zo,...,2n]r is the space of
mr) ;homogeneous polynomials of degree r in P”. Hence, l(rH) = ( The com-
plete linear system |rH| consists of all hypersurfaces of degree r in P”, and so has
dimension ("*") — 1.
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Example 1.23 Let X Cc P” be projective variety, with homogeneousideal Ix.
Recall that a form F' of degree r € Z, in the coordinates of P”, with F ¢ Ix, cuts
out an effective divisor Fy = {(U;, F/x})|0 < it < n} on X, where X is covered
by the affine open sets U; = X — {x; = 0}. If G ¢ Ix is any other homogeneous
polynomial of degree r, then F/G is a rational function on X, and
Fy — Gx = div(F/G),
so that Fy ~ Gx. Hence, these divisors form a linear system
Lx(r) = {Fx|F € k[zo,...,¢n]r, F € Ix}
on X.
Let y : X — Y be a morphism of irreducible normal projective varieties, and
let & C Y be linear system, such that for any D € &, p(X) ¢ SuppD. This
condition is satisfied, for example, if y(X) is dense in Y. Then the pullback y*(D)
of an effective divisor D € © is well defined and effective, and if y(X) is dense
in Y, the pullback y* defines a homomorphism y* : DivY — Div X, where for a
principal divisor div(f) on Y, y*(div(f)) = div(y*(f)) is a principal divisor on X.
It follows that the set of effective divisors {y*(D)|D € S} is a linear system on X.
Now, suppose that y : X — Y is a dominant rational map, regular outside
a subvariety Z of codimension > 2 in X. Setting U = X — Z, we have that
for DEX CY, (y|yv)*(D) is an effective divisor on U. Hence, for an effective
Cartier divisor D € &, given by {Vj, gi} for g; regular on V;, y*g; is regular in
the open set U; = (y|v)(Vi) C X. The inclusion U C X induces a natural
map Div(X) — Div(U), which must be a bijection since codimy Z > 2. Hence,
(y|v)*(D) extendsto an effective divisor y*(D) = (y|v)*(D) on X by taking the
closure in X. In this way, we can pull a linear system back via a rational map.
Definition 1.24 Let © Cc |D| be an n-dimensional linear system on X,
parameterised by a projective space P(V) C P(L(D)), and choose a basis fo,..-, fn
of V C L(D). The rational map associated to & is the map
gs: X — Pf”
gz +t (fo(x):...: fn(£)). (14)
Clearly ys depends on the choice of basis, but two different bases give rise to
maps differing only by a projective automorphism of P”. The map ¢y is defined
outside of the poles and commonzerosofthe fi.
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Definition 1.25 The intersection of the supportsof all divisors in a linear system
» is called the set of base points of &. If the intersection is empty, then © is base
point free.
Definition 1.26 A divisor D € © such that D—D > for all D € © is called
a common (or fixed) component of the linear system. If a linear system has no
common components, then it is movable.
Let the highest common divisor of given divisors D; = > k,jC; tori s1,...,0
be the divisor
hed{D1,...,Dn} = S—UjC;, where lj = min ki.1<i<n
The rational map(14) fails to be regularprecisely at the points of (| Supp(D/), where
Di = div(fi) — hed{div(fo),...,div(fn)} > 0 for 7 = 0,...,n. See, for example,
(4, chapter III, §1, theorem 2]. The divisors Dj can be seen as the pullbacks of
the hyperplanes {x; = 0} under the map yy : X — P". To see this, let x ¢
(\Supp D’ and suppose the divisor hcd{div(fo),...,div(fn)} has local equation h
in a neighbourhood U of x, where the map Y» is regular and defined bym(boby hoon .
Then in U, y}(div(z;)) = div p$(xi) = div(z; o yy) = div(fi/h), that is, the
pullback of the hyperplane z; is equal to D'.
Now,consider the linear system Lx (1) defined in example 1.23, the linear system
of hyperplane sections on X. The hyperplanes {zp = 0},..., {@, = 0} define a map
on X <> P". This map is clearly regular, as (fai = 0} = 9. It is in fact an
i=0
embedding.
Definition 1.27 A linear system © on a projective variety X is very ampleif the
associated rational map ys : X — P” is an embedding, so that yy is a morphism
that maps X isomorphically onto its image yy(X). Equivalently, & is very ample
if and only if © separates points and tangent vectors [5, chapter II, remark 7.8.2].
A divisor D is said to be very ample if the complete linear system |D| is very
ample. A divisor D is said to be ample if mD is very ample for some m € Z,.
Hence, very ample divisors are hyperplane sections for some embedding. Now,in
the proof of proposition 6.3, we make use of the correspondence between globalsec-
tions of an invertible sheaf and linear systems. For completeness, the correspondence
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is noted here. Let D be a divisor on X, and Ox(D) the correspondinginvertible
sheaf. Then |D| is in one-to-one correspondence with the set ([(X,Ox(D)) —
{0})/k*. This gives |D| the structure of the set of closed points of a projective
space over k, |D| = P(H°(X,Ox(D))).
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2 Blowups
In this chapter werecall, mainly from [4], the concept of blowing up. A birational
map between nonsingular projective curves is an isomorphism - this is no longer
true for higher dimensional varieties. A blowup is an example of a birational map
that is not biregular, and is fundamental in birational geometry. Any birational
regular map that is not an isomorphism has an exceptional divisor. First, we give
the definition of the blowup of a point in the projective space, and then generalise
this to the case when we blow up subvarieties of higher dimension. Wealso state
a result due to Hironaka that says blowups can be used to resolve singularities of a
rational map. We then proceed to show that the inverse image of a divisor under
a blowup is reducible and consists of two components: the strict transform of the
divisor, and an exceptional divisor, and determine with what multiplicities these
components occur. We also define the discrepancy of the blowup, and compute
this number for the case when the centre is a smooth subvariety. In section 2.4,
we describe how to compute the self-intersection of an exceptional divisor arising
from the blowup of a surface, which turns out to be negative. In later chapters,
we reduce computations in higher dimensions to computations on a surface, so the
self-intersection computed here will be key to such computations. Finally, we extend
the notion of strict transform of a divisor to that of a cycle of higher codimension.
2.1 Blowup of a point
Let xo,...,2n be homogeneouscoordinates for P", and y),...,Yn for P”~*, and set
p= (1:02...:0) €P. Eo = (i | 1x0 t Be)y G = Wt i «<5 7 Op), then a point
(x,y) € P” x P"” is denoted by (xp :... : In3Yi:--- : Yn). Consider the closed
subvariety Pr CP" x P™? defined by
Oj; = Udy, lori = dy..<7- (15)
Definition 2.1 The map co: Pn — P” defined as the restriction to P* of the
projection P"” x P”"* — P” is called the blowup of P”, with centre p.
If (%9 : ... : In) # p, then it follows from the defining equations of P” that
(Yi: .--! Yn) = (#1:-..:%,), and so outside of this point, the mapping
(Go :...: En) A (Loi... 2 Lp T1:...: Ln)
is inverse to 0. However, if (m) :... : %,) = p, then the defining equations are
satisfied by any y;, and so the inverse image of p is given by o/(p) = px P™.
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Thus, o determines an isomorphism between P” — p and pr — (px P"*), away from
the point p, which is denoted the centre of the blowup.
Now,consider a point (p;y1 :-..: Yn) € a*(p), where y; # 0 for some i. Hence,
the point is contained in the open set U; of P” defined by 29 #0, y; #0. Hence,in
U; we may set rp) = 1, y; = 1, so that the defining equations (15) are reduced to the
form x; = xy; for 7 =1,...,n with 7 Az. Hence, U; is isomorphic to the affine
space A” with coordinates y1,...,Yi,Zi,---,Yn- It follows that P” is nonsingular
and irreducible. See, for example, [4, chapter II, §4.1] for the details.
More generally, let X be a quasiprojective variety, and p € X a nonsingular
point. We now construct a variety X anda mapping co: X 3X analogous to the
above construction. Let u1,...,Un, be functions regular on the whole of X such that
they form a system oflocal coordinates on X at p, and have p as the only common
zero in X. Define a subvariety X C X x P”~ consisting of points (95tae: ¥ be),
with x € X and (t;:...:t,) € P™’*, such that
uj(x)t; = tts (2b; for 4s] = 1, eee Ne (16)
Definition 2.2 The map : X — X obtained as the restriction to X of the
projection X x P™"* — X is called the local blowup of X , with centre p.
As in the case with the blowup of P”, we have that o determines an isomor-
phism between X= (p x P™-*) and X —p. Now let y = (p;ti: ...: tn) Eo*(p),
where t; #4 0 for some 7. Hence, we may set s; = Z, j # 7%, so that the re-
lations (16) defining X become uj; = ws; for j = 1,...,n with j #7. It
follows that X is irreducible and nonsingular; that is, X = o-1(X —p), and
81—81(y),--- sisily), ui —uu(y), ..+;8n—Sn(y) are local coordinates at y € o~1(p)
at which t; 4 0. The local blowupis independent of the choice of local coordinates.
Now, for X Cc P” an irreducible quasiprojective variety, another way to realise
the local blowup X of X at p is as a subvariety of the blowup P™ of P™ at Dp.
Let ¢: P™ 3 P™ be the blowup of P™ at p, with X #P™, and X nonsingularat
p. Then the inverse image o~1(X) of X under the blowup of P™ centred at p is
reducible and consists of two components:
oW(X) = (px P™) UX, (17)
where X = o—1(X — p)is irreducible. X is called the strict transform of X in
P™ under the map o. Therestriction of the map ao to X defines a regular map
g:X +X , which is then the sameas the local blowup of X at p, that is to say,
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it is an isomorphism in some neighbourhood U of x if x 4 p, and a local blowup
o'(U) + with centre p if c = p. To see that it is indeed the same asthelocal
blowup in a neighbourhoodof p, consider a system of local coordinates w,,...,Um
of P™ at p, with p the only commonzero, such that in some neighbourhood ofp,
X is given by local equations up41 =... = Um = 0, and u1,...,Un define a system
of local coordinates on X at p. We have the blowup equations u;t; = u,t;, and for
j=ntl,...,m, u;(x) =0 for all x € X. Now,since p is the only commonzero of
the u,;, for all c € X — p, there exists an i € {1,...,n} such that u;(x) 40. Then
since u;(x)t; = u;(x)t;, we have that tr4i(z) =... = tm(x) = 0 for x Ap. Hence,
Koc Xx P™~?, where X’ is defined by
tai — o2—by = 0 (18)
and
uit; => Ujt; for 2,9 = 1, see TN. (19)
Writing P"~' for the subspace of P™~* defined by (18), we have that X’ C X xP",
defined by equations (19). Hence X’ is the local blowup, so X’ = a7 !(X — p).
Therefore X = X’, as required.
As a consequence, we now have the following definition.
Definition 2.3 Let X C P™ be a quasiprojective variety, p a nonsingular point of
X, and X the variety defined in (17). Then co : X — X is called the blowup of
X, with centre p, where X is irreducible if X is, and o-1(p) =p x P™’, with x
nonsingular at every point in o~1(p).
The blowup is an isomorphism for X a curve, but in higher dimensions is a
birational morphism, and only fails to be an isomorphism because the rational map
ao+ is not regular at p. The blowup contracts a subvariety of codimension 1 in X to
the point p in X, with codimy{p} > 2. Such a subvariety is called exceptional.
More generally, we have the following definition.
Definition 2.4 Let f: X —Y bea birational morphism. A subvariety Z C X is
f -exceptional, or exceptional for f, if codimy f(Z) > codim, Z.
The same property of the blowup holds in general: if f in the above definition
is not biregular, then f has an exceptional subvariety.
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2.2 Blowup whenthe centre is a smooth subvariety
Definition 2.5 Let U C X be a dense open set. The graph of a rational map
f : X --+ Y which is regular on the set U is defined as follows:
Ty = {(a, f(z))|c EU} CX XY.
Let B be a smooth,irreducible subvariety of a quasiprojective variety X Cc P™,
with homogeneous(radical) ideal /(B), generated by homogeneous polynomials
F,,..., Fy. Consider the graph X(B) of the rational map
F:X --+ Peo
where
P(e) = (5 (as) 2... 2 E(B).
Then the blowup of X along the ideal /(B) is the natural projection
a: X(B)CXxP? — xX
(x, F(z)) +> @.
Clearly, this defines an isomorphism between X(B) — 0~1(B) and X — B, since
the inverse map is well defined on X — B as the F; do not all vanish anywhere on
X-—B.
Definition 2.6 The blowup of X along the subvariety B is the blowup along
the radical ideal /(B), and is independent of the choice of generators. The inverse
image o~'(B) is called the exceptional divisor.
We can also view the blowup of an n-dimensional variety X along a smooth
subvariety B of codimensionk as a local blowup: let t;,...,t, be coordinates on
P*-: and choose local coordinates u;,...,Un on X at a generic point p € B, so
that B is defined locally by equations uy = ... = Up = 0, Unyi,---;Un are local
coordinates on B, such that the blowup X=X(B) is defined by equations u; = 3;
for some 7 € {1,...,k}, uj = 5;5; for j = 1,...,k with 7 #7, and u; = s; for
7 =k+1,...,n in the open set t; 4 0, where s; = Z for j =1,...,k with 7 #7.
Set E =a~1(B). A local system of coordinates at any point y € o~'(p) C E is
given by s, — 51(y),---,8i,---,8k — Sk(Y), Se41,---, Sn, and the local equation of E
is s; = 0.
As an application as to the importance of blowups, we have the following theo-
rem.
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Theorem 2.7 Let py: X --+ Y bea rational map of projective varieties. Then
there exists a chain of blowups
oC Ci+1 oXm 3 Xm-1 7... 0 Xi DX... XS
such that the composite = pog,0...°0m:Xm—Y is regular.
Such a processis called a resolution of singularities of the map y, and its ex-
istence in arbitrary dimension (in characteristic zero) was first proved by Hironaka
[26]. For the case when Y is a singular variety (over a field of characteristic zero),
Hironaka proved that Y has a resolution of singularities, that is, there exists a
nonsingular variety X with a proper birational morphism from X to Y; in actual
fact, Hironaka shows that the resolution may be chosen to be isomorphic outside
the singular locus.
2.3 Strict transform of divisors passing through the centre
Consider the (local) blowup co : X + X of X along a smooth subvariety B as
described above, with codimy B > 2, and let D be a primedivisor on X, with
B c Supp D. Now, analogous to (17), we have that the inverse image o~1(D) is
reducible and consists of two components: the exceptional divisor FE = 0~'(B), and
the strict transform D of D, defined as the closure in X of o~!(D — B). In terms
of divisors,
o*(D) = D+meE,
where D occurs with coefficient 1 since 0 : X - E > X — B isan isomorphism.
We now show that m = multgD. Suppose that multg D = r. Then for the
local equation f of D in a neighbourhood of a generic point p € B, we have
that f € m3 \ mj". We also have that o*(D) has local equation o*(f) in a
neighbourhood of any point y € a~1(p). Let
f =9(u1,--.,Un) +,
with y a form of degree r, and w € m'j;''. Hence,
(o*(f))(s1,---, Se) = P(S1Si,-- +, Si,---, SeSi) + O*(Y).
Then w € mj’ means that we can write ~ = F(w,...,ux), with F a form
of degree r+ 1 in w,...,Uz, with coefficients in Og. It follows that o*(w) =
(o*(F))(818iy «+ « y Siz x+y SnSe)y and so
(o*(f))(s1,---; 8k) = 97 (Y(s1,---,1,.--, 84) + 5i(0"*(F))(s1,-..,1,.--, 8e))-
Since y(s1,...,1,..., 8%) is not divisible by s;, it follows that m =r, as required.
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Definition 2.8 Let o : X + X be the blowup of X at a smooth subvariety B.
Then we have that
Kz = Kx +a(E)E,
where E£ is the exceptional divisor of the blowup, and the coefficient a(F) is called
the discrepancy of the blowup.
Proposition 2.9 The discrepancy of the blowup c : X — X at asmooth subvari-
ety B of codimension k in an n-dimensional variety X is given by 6 = codim B—1.
Proof Choose local coordinates u1,...,U, on X at a generic point in B, so that B
is defined locally by equations u; =... = uz, = 0, such that the blowup X is defined
by equations u; = $1, uj = 838; for 7 = 2,...,k, and u; = s; for 7 =k+1,...,n
in the open set t; 4 0. Then the exceptional divisor EF of the blowupis given by
s, = 0. Now, take a form w = du, A... Adu, on X. Then
o*(w) = d(o*(u1)) A... Ad(o*(ug)) A d(a*(ugsi)) A... A d(a*(Un))
= ds; A d(s981) A... A d(8x81) A dspy1 A... A dS
= ds; A (s,dsq + S9ds1) A... A (81dsq + 8481) A dsp41 A... A d8p
= stds, A... A d8pn.-
Hence, div(o*(w)) = div(sf-') = (k — 1) divs, = (k—1)E. Thatis to say, 6 =
codim B — 1. QO
2.4 Intersection theory on blowups
In this section and the next, we explain how to compute some basic intersection
numbers on blowups. From the latter section, we will only need the numbers- for
the complete intersection theory, which we also use here, see [6]. Wefirst recall the
following two propertiesof a birational regular map f : Y — X between nonsingular
projective surfaces.
(i) For D, and Dy» divisors on X, f*(D1).f*(D2) = Di-D2;
(ii) For E a divisor on Y, all of whose components are exceptional, f*(D).E =0
for any divisor D on X.
Now,let co: X — X be the blowup of a surface X at a smooth point p € X.
That is to say, for t;,t2 coordinates on P’, uj, ug local coordinates on X at p, the
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blowup in a neighbourhoodofp is given by u;t2 = ugt,, and in the open set t; 40
by
Uy =s, and wu, = $951, (20)
where sg = a Let E = o1(p), and for any point y € E, a system oflocal
coordinates at y on E is given by s; and s_ — s9(y), with the local equation of E
being s; = 0. Let D bea divisor on X, with local equation u2 = 0. It follows from
section 2.3 that a*(D) = D + E, and from (20) that D is given by local equation
so = 0. Hence, the intersection multiplicity D.E is 1. It follows that
1 = D.E = (o*(D) — E).E =0*(D).E— E? = —E”.
That is to say, E? = —1.
In chapter 6, we will make use of the following lemma.
Proposition 2.10 Let f : Y — X bea regular birational map, with dim X = n.
If E is an effective divisor on Y, all of whose components are exceptional, then
there is no other effective divisor D that is linearly equivalent to E.
Proof Let H be the class of a hyperplane in X , and suppose D ~ foraneffective
divisor D on Y. Then (f*(H))""1.E = (f*(H))""+.D = 0, and so D is exceptional:
if not, then codimy f(D) = 1, and so H"-!.f(D) > 0 giving (f*(H))""1.D > 0.
Hence, D is supported on the same set of Weil divisors as FE’, whichis finite as there
are only finitely many exceptional divisors. This cannot happen in a linear system
of positive dimension. Oo
2.5 Strict transform of cycles of higher codimension
Lemma 2.11 Let ¢: X > X be the blowup of X at a point x € X. Then for Y
a cycle of codimension k > 2 on X,
Y =o*(Y) — mult, Y(H*),
for Y the strict transform of Y defined as the closure in X of o-1(Y — x), and
Hy theclass of a hyperplanesection of the exceptional divisor of the blowup, where
Hj.' is the self intersection inside E.
Proof Since Hz is the class of a hyperplane section of EK = P”~*, we have that
feeba is of codimension k in X. It follows from the general theory of cycles that we
can write
Y =o*(Y)—r(H%"). (21)
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Now suppose that mult, Y = m; we show that r = m. Let R be a generic cycle
on X, smooth at x, such that z is an isolated point of the intersection YN R,
the intersection is 0-dimensional, and the tangent space T;,R is of general position.
Then we have that the local intersection multiplicity (Y.R), is equal to m. It follows
that
o*(Y).R = (Y.R)e + S(Y.R):,
zea
and from (21) we have that
Y.R+r(Hf§).R=(Y.R)o+ So(Y-R):.
fa
By construction, the intersection YOR on E is empty,so that (Y.R)e = 0. Hence,
on &
r(HE-).R = (Y.R), =m.
Furthermore, since Hg is just a hyperplane in P”~’, it follows that (HE1).R = I,
wherethe intersection is in E. Hence, r = mult, Y , as required. QO
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3  Rationally connected varieties
In the classical setting, the rationality problem is the problem of explicitly solving a
system of algebraic equations. Informally, if a variety admits a parameterisation by
a projective space, then it is rational. In thefirst section, we define precisely whatit
meansfor a variety to be rational, unirational, rationally connected, rationally chain
connected, ruled and uniruled, and state the relationship between such varieties. In
particular, we recall existing results in birational geometry as to whether any of these
notions coincide. We give the definition of a Fano variety, which will be the class
of varieties we consider for the rest of the thesis. Rationally connected fibre spaces,
and structures of a rationally connected fibre space are defined, and wediscuss the
implications for a variety with structures. In the final section of this chapter, we
consider the rationality problem, and give a brief history of the work in this area of
birational geometry.
3.1 Rational and rationally connected
Definition 3.1 Let X be variety. Then X is
(i) rationalif X is birational to P”, for somen.
(ii) wnirational if there is a dominant rational map ¢: P” --+ X, for some n.
(iii) rattonally connected if for any two generic points x and y of X, there
exists an irreducible rational curve connecting x and y. In other words, there
exists a morphism
f:P xX,
such that f(0) =a and f(oo) =y.
(iv) rationally chain connected if for any two generic points x and y of X,
there exists a chain C of rational curves C; connecting x and y, so that
where x € Cy, y € Cy, and C;NC;4, 4 @. In other words, there are morphisms
fi:P’ +X, 0<St<k,
such that fo(0) =z, fi(oo) = fizi(0) for O<i<k-—1, and f,(oo) =y.
(v) ruled if X is birational to Y x P’, where dimY = dimX — 1.
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(vi) untruled if there is a dominant rational map ¢ : Y x P* --» X, where
dimY = dim X — 1.
Remark 3.2 (i) Since any two points in P” lie on line, it follows that P” is
rationally connected. Furthermore, if X is rationally connected, and y: X --+
Y is a dominant rational map, then Y is also rationally connected: if yi,y2 €
Y are generic points in the image of y, then choose generic points 7; € y(yi)
on X. By assumption, 21,22 € X can bejoined by a rational curve f : P* —
X, and so y; and yg are joined by the rational curve yo f : P* — Y. Hence,
every unirational variety is rationally connected. We therefore have that rational
implies unirational, unirational implies rationally connected, rationally connected
implies rationally chain connected,andit is also true that rationally chain connected
implies uniruled. (ii) If X is rationally connected, then it follows from the standard
technique of deformation theory [8, chapter IV] that for every integer m > 0, and
every 11,---,2m € X, thereis an irreducible rational curve through 71,...,%m.
Example 3.3 A smooth irreducible quadric hypersurface X2, C P” defined by a
homogeneous equation of degree 2 is rational: project X2 from anyofits points to
give a birational map between X2 and P"”’.
Now,in light of theorem 1.16, corollary 1.17, and theorem 1.18, it follows that
rational varieties have no non-zero global differential forms, and in fact, no non-zero
global covariant tensors; in particular, all pluri-canonical linear systems are empty.
The sameis true for unirational varieties in characteristic zero. It is therefore nat-
ural to consider whether these notions coincide; this question is called the Liiroth
problem. A curve C is rational if and only if its genus, go = dim H°(C,%), is
zero, and so it follows from what we just said that there is no distinction between
rational and unirational for curves. In characteristic zero, it follows from the Castel-
nuovo rationality criterion that every unirational surface is rational, and so again
the notions coincide.
For higher dimensional varieties, there are plenty of examples of unirational
varieties that are not rational. For example, in [9], Iskovskikh and Manin proved
that any smooth quartic threefold in P4 is not rational, whereasin [10], Segre found
examples of smooth unirational quartics, therefore giving a negative solution to the
three-dimensional Liiroth problem. Another example of a variety that is unirational,
but not rational, is that of a smooth cubic threefold in P4 [11]. Whether or not a
smooth cubic hypersurface Q C P” is rational for n > 5 is an open problem.
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Example 3.4 For a smooth hypersurface Xz, Cc DP" of degree d > n,
dim H°(X, 037") = (“"). Hence, X is not rational.
We have seen that not every unirational variety is rational, and it is natural to
consider other classes of varieties that are close to being rational in somesense. It
is a fact that a rationally connected variety X has no differential forms, that is
to say, dim H°(X, 0%) = 0 for all p > 0, so these varieties are similar to rational
varieties in this respect. It is a conjecture that rationally connected does not imply
unirational. For example, every smooth quartic X C P* is rationally connected, but
it is conjectured that a general smooth three-dimensional quartic is not unirational.
Whereas the above example showsthat there exist many smooth projective varieties
that are not rational, it is more difficult to find examples of non-rational varieties
that have no global differential forms.
Theorem 3.5 (Kollar-Miayoka-Mori [7]) Let X be a smooth projective vari-
ety. Then
—Kx ample = X is rationally connected.
Example 3.6 A smooth hypersurface Xz C P” of degree d has canonicalclass
Kx, = (Kp + Xa)|x, = —(n +1)H +dH = (d—n—-1)H,
for H the class of a hyperplane section of Xz. Hence, Xq is rationally connected
ford<n.
Definition 3.7 A smooth projective variety X is called a Fano variety if its
anticanonical divisor —Kx is ample. If X is a normal projective variety, then X is
said to be a (terminal) Q-Fano variety if X has only terminal singularities (see
remark 4.23 for the definition) and some positive integral multiple -nKx, n EN,
of an anticanonical Weil divisor —Kx is an ample Cartier divisor.
In dimension 1, there is a unique Fano variety up to isomorphism, the projective
line P?. Fano varieties of dimension 2 are called del Pezzo surfaces, and are again
all rational. The example already discussed of a smooth quartic V, C P4 is a Fano
variety of dimension 3 that is non-rational. In example 3.6, we saw that smooth
hypersurfaces Xq C P” of degree d < n are Fano,andit follows from theorem 3.5
that all smooth Fano varieties are rationally connected.
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3.2. Rationally connected fibre spaces
Definition 3.8 A surjective morphism 7 : X — S of projective varieties is called a
rationally connected fibre space if the base S' and the generic fibre 7~1(s) over
s € S are rationally connected varieties. A section of 7 is a morphism 0: S > X
such that oo 7 is the identity.
In 2001, Graber, Harris, and Starr proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9 (Graber-Harris-Starr [27]) Let 7: X — P’ be a morphism of
varieties over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, whose generic fibre
is rationally connected. Then 7 hasa section.
The following corollary follows immediately from [7] and [8] (alternatively, see
(27, corollary 1.3]).
Corollary 3.10 Let 7: X — B be a morphism ofvarieties over an algebraically
closedfield of characteristic zero. If both the generic fibre of 7, and B, are rationally
connected, then X is also rationally connected.
Hence, if 7 : X — S is a rationally connected fibre space, then the variety X
is itself rationally connected by corollary 3.10. Trivial cases occur when X = S or
when S is just a point, and so we only consider non-trivial fibre spaces.
Definition 3.11 A structure of a rationally connected fibre space on a
variety X is defined as a birational map x : X --» X* onto a variety X*, with
a fixed morphism a* : X* — S* which is a rationally connected fibre space. It
follows from what we said after definition 3.1 that this is equivalent to a rational
map y: X --+ S with rationally connected generic fibre.
Denote by RC(X) the set of distinct non-trivial structures of a rationally con-
nected fibre space, where two structures y, : X --» S; and yo : X --+ Sg are
considered the same if there is a birational map ~ : S; --+% S2, such that the
following diagram commutes:
Ke"2| |
Si-=- >:
That is to say, ~2 = Uo 1, so that y, and Y2 have the same generic fibre. Now,
suppose that for an algebraic variety X, there is a morphism 7: X — S of X
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onto a variety S of smaller positive dimension. Then a generic fibre has dimension
dim X — dim S, and so we can view X as a family of varieties 7~1(s), s € S,
parameterised by the base S. The geometry of the variety X is therefore reduced
to that of a generic fibre and the degree of ’twistedness’ of the family of fibres
over the base. From the opposite viewpoint, we can construct new varieties of
dimension dim S + dim F’ as fibrations for a given base S and fibre F’, so that
varieties of arbitrary dimension can be constructed in this way. It is therefore clear
why we should want to study the structures of a rationally connected fibre space on
a variety: rationally connected varieties with no non-trivial structures of a rationally
connectedfibre space do not arise from varieties of smaller dimension in the sense just
described, so represent a new classification type. If the variety admits only finitely
many structures, then there are only finitely many ways in which the reduction in
dimension can occur.
By definition, the set of rationally connected structures RC(X) on X is a bira-
tional invariant of X , which makesit possible to use it for the purposes of birational
classification. For instance, if RC(X) is empty, then X cannot be rational.
In chapters 5 and 6, we prove birational superrigidity of one class of (rationally
connected) singular primitive Fano varieties V, that is, with PicV = ZKy. The
technical definition of superrigidity is given in chapter 4.1, and an immediate con-
sequence is that there are no non-trivial structures of a rationally connected fibre
space on V, so that RC(V) = @, and that the variety is non-rational.
3.3. The rationality problem
The rationality problem, that is, the problem of identifying which varieties are
rational, goes back to the beginning of algebraic geometry. By their very definition,
rational varieties are the ’simplest’ kind of algebraic varieties, so that it is natural
to want to classify varieties according to this criterion. The rationality problem
is typically very hard, or very easy. The latter alternative includes the case when
there is an explicit geometric construction, such as using stereographic projection
to construct a birational map between a smoothirreducible quadric hypersurface
and the projective space (example 3.3), and also whenthereis a birational invariant
that can be used to rule out rationality immediately, such as existence of non-zero
global differential forms on the variety. Obviously, since there are no non-zero global
differential forms on the projective space (which is rational), this birational invariant
cannot be used to solve the rationality problem for varieties with likewise no forms,
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such as a smooth three-dimensional quartic in P4 (or indeed any rationally connected
variety).
Describing the group Bir(V) of birational self-maps of a variety V is a closely
connected problem. A famous result in two-dimensional birational geometry is due
to M. Noether (around 1870), which states that the Cremonagroup Bir(P?) of bira-
tional automorphismsof the projective plane is generated by the subgroup Aut(P?)
of projective automorphisms and any standard quadratic transformation [17]. In
fact, Noether’s arguments were incomplete, and it would take another 30 years for
a complete proof.
In the early part of the last century, Gino Fano attempted to extend two dimen-
sional birational methodsto threefolds [14, 15]. His object of study was a quartic
threefold in P‘, and he started by trying to describe the birational transformations
of such a variety. Though manyof his arguments were later shown to be wrong or
unsubstantiated, one of his most impressive claims was what was later proved in
the ground breaking paper of Iskovskikh and Manin [9] (1971). Weearlier recalled
this result, that is, of the non-rationality of a smooth quartic V Cc P*. In fact,
they showed that the groups Bir(V) and Aut(V) of birational and biregular au-
tomorphisms, respectively, coincide. In [16], Matsumura and Monsky showedthat
for X C P” a nonsingular hypersurface of degree d, the group Aut(X)is finite for
n > 3, d> (except for the case n = 3, d = 4). It therefore follows that Bir(V)
is finite, whereas Bir(P") is infinite, and so V is not rational. The procedure used
in [9] is called the method of maximal singularities, which we describe in chapter4,
and use in chapter 5.
In the 1970’s and 1980’s, Iskovskikh and his students A.A. Zagorskii, V.G.
Sarkisov [18, 19], S.L. Tregub [20, 21], S.I. Khashin [22], and A.V. Pukhlikov
[23, 32, 40, 24] published results in this field. In what follows, we give a brief
survey of some of these and morerecent results on birational rigidity. After the
Iskovskikh and Manin result on the three-dimensional quartic, it was conjectured
that a smooth hypersurface
Vu c PY
of degree M > 5 (and index 1) is birationally superrigid, generalising the afore-
mentioned result. The case of the four-dimensional quintics, IM = 5, was proved by
Pukhlikov in [23] (1987). In the nineties, Pukhlikov developed a new version of the
method of maximal singularities which was presented in [25] (1995), [52] (2000), and
[42] (1998). The re-worked method, together with the technique of hypertangentdi-
visors, led to a proofof superrigidity of generic hypersurfaces of degree M > 6 in [42]
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(1998). Cheltsov gave an alternative proof of superrigidity of the four-dimensional
quintics in [49] (2000). He also claimed superrigidity of any smooth hypersurface for
M =6,7,8, but as it was discovered later, his argument was faulty and a complete
proof was obtained only in [53] (2008); see also [54] (2010). Some new ideas aimed
at proving superrigidity for arbitrary smooth hypersurfaces (based on the method of
maximal singularities, combined with the connectedness principle of Shokurov and
Kollar {12, 38]) were introduced in [41] (2002). For a discussion of the above results
on the birational rigidity of smooth hypersurfaces of degree M in P”, M > 4, see
the survey paper[51].
The effect of introducing singularities was also considered: in 1989, Pukhlikov
proved that a three-dimensional quartic V, C P* with an isolated non-degenerate
double point is birationally rigid [40]. The proof was later simplified by Corti in [39]
(2000) by applying the connectedness principle of Shokurov and Kollar[12, 38]. The
result was then generalised to higher dimensions: in [45] (2002) it was proved that
a general Fano hypersurface V = Vy C P™ of index 1 with isolated singularities in
general position is birationally rigid.
In 2001, Pukhlikov proved that generic Fano complete intersections
V = Vay... dy =F,N---NF, c pvt
for F; Cc P“*+* a hypersurface of degree d; > 2 and integers d;,...,d, satisfying the
relation dj+...+d, = M+k (so that V is of index 1), are birationally superrigid for
M >2k+1, k > [43]. The birational superrigidity of a smooth four-dimensional
complete intersection Vg = Fy F, of a quadric and quartic in P® that contains no
two-dimensional linear subspace of P® was proved by Cheltsov in [50] (2003).
A generic Fano double cover
o:V >Qm Cc PM,
where @ is a hypersurface of degree m > 3, and the map a is ramified over the
smooth divisor W = Wr.a#g = W3NQ for Wy C P™“+: a hypersurface of degree
21, m+l= M+1 5,was proved to be birationally superrigid in [44] (2000).
Birational rigidity for the case of a smooth double space (m = 1) and smooth
double quadric (m = 2) was already proved in [32] (1989), without assuming them
to be generic. Iterating the procedure of making a double cover over a given variety
produceslarge families of smooth higher-dimensional Fano varieties that generalise
Fano double hypersurfaces, and are realised as complete intersections in weighted
projective spaces. A generic variety of these families is birationally rigid - see [46]
(2003) for a precise formulation and proof.
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The birational rigidity of Q-Fano threefold hypersurfaces of index 1 in weighted
projective spaces was shownin [47] (2000). In a paper by Corti and Mella [48] (2004),
they prove birational rigidity of a specific class of singular quartic threefolds, that
is, for X = X, C P4 a quartic threefold, with a singularity P € X analytically
equivalent to ry + 2° + t? = 0, but otherwise general (so nonsingular outside P).
The equation of X can be written as
L201Xe + rpa3 + b4 = 0,"
where az and b4 are homogeneous forms of degree 3 and 4, respectively, in the
variables x1,...,%4 (where X has the required singularity if a3(0,0, 73,24) = 0 has
three distinct roots). Moreover, they prove that for Y a Fano threefold birational
to X, then either Y is biregular to X, or Y is biregular to the quasi-smooth
complete intersection Y34 of a quartic and cubic in the weighted projective space
P(1,1,1,1,2,2), given by equations
Yiy2 + b4(@1, T2,%3,%4) =O and yxy + Yyot2 + a3(11, £2, 13,24) = 0.
In [13] (2005), the birational superrigidity of direct products V = F, x --- x Fr
of primitive Fano varieties was proved, using the connectednessprinciple [12, 38] and
technique of hypertangent divisors, where either F; C P™ is a general hypersurface
of degree M, for M > 6, or F; > P™ is a general double space of index 1, for
M > 3. It is then shown that every structure of a rationally connected fibre space
on V is given by the projection onto a direct factor.
In example 5.4, we give some known examplesof birationally superrigid varieties
that are closely related to the main result of this thesis.
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4 ‘The method of maximal singularities
The method of maximal singularities is the main tool in use today for studying the
birational geometry of Fano varieties. In the first section, we define the threshold of
canonical adjunction and virtual threshold of canonical adjunction of a linear system
on a variety, and use these values to define the property of birational (super)rigidity
of a variety. In the next section, we define when a geometric discrete valuation is
a maximal singularity of a linear system, and describe when a linear system has a
maximal singularity. We then describe a process consisting of a sequence of blowups
known as the resolution of the discrete valuation, and define an oriented graph
structure on the set of exceptional divisors arising from the resolution. Finally, we
describe the steps involved in the method of maximal singularities: excluding and
untwisting, and give an example for which we can easily exclude certain types of
maximal singularities.
4.1 Birational rigidity
Werecall the basic definitions about birational superrigidity from [31]. Let X bea
terminal Q-factorial Fano variety unless otherwise stated.
Definition 4.1 Let D be a divisor on X. The Iitaka dimension of D is the
largest dimension of the image of X in P” by the rational map determined by the
linear system |mD\,
K(X, D) = max dim Yimp\(X),
where Yjmp| : X --+ P". The Kodaira dimension of X is the litaka dimension
of the canonical divisor, K(X) = K(X, Kx), where K(X) = —oo if |mKx| = 0 for
all m > 1.
For varieties of dimension n, it is known that « can take on every value from 0
to n, and —oo. A variety of general type is one of maximal Kodaira dimension,
that is, A(X) =dimX.
Definition 4.2 The threshold of canonical adjunction of a divisor D on X
is the number
c(D, X) = sup {b/a | b,a € Zy \ {0}, aD + 0Kx| 4 OF.
If D is contained in a linear system Y on X, then we set c(h, X) =c(D, X).
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Example 4.3 (i) Let X = P” with D theclass of a hyperplane. Then Ky =
—(n+1)D, and soclearly c(D, X) =1/(n+1).
(ii) Let X be a primitive Fano variety, that is, a smooth projective variety with
ample anticanonical class and PicX = ZKx. For D an effective divisor on
X, we have that D € | —nKx| for some n > 1, so that c(D,X) =n.
Definition 4.4 For a movable linear system © on a variety X , the virtual thresh-
old of canonical adjunctionis defined by the formula:
cvirt(Z) = inf {c(U*, X*)},xXIX
where the infimum is taken overall birational morphisms x : X* — X, and »! is
the strict transform of © on X* with respect to x.
Clearly, the virtual threshold is a birational invariant of the pair (X,x): if
y : X --» X* is a birational map, and =* = y,» is thestrict transform of the
linear system © with respect to y~+, then it follows that cyit(%) = Cvire(Z7*).
Proposition 4.5 Let X be a rationally connected variety, and D any divisor on
X. Then the linear system |D + aKx|=0 for a > 0. Furthermore, «(X) = —oo.
Proof Since X is rationally connected, it follows that X is uniruled, and so there
is a family of rational curves sweeping out X, that is to say, the set-theoretic union
of the curves in this family contains a non-empty Zariski open (dense) subset of
X. To see this, fix a general point x, and since for any general point y there is an
irreducible rational curve joining x and y, it follows that there is a family with this
property [8]. Let T be the variety parameterising these curves, and ZC X x T’
a cycle such that the generic fibre F' of the restricted projection 7: Z — T is
a rational curve. Let D be a divisor on X. Then it follows from the adjunction
formula that
Kyx.F < deg Kr = deg Kp. = —2. (22)
Now, suppose there exists a non-zero divisor D’ C X with D’ € |D+akx|. Choose
a rational curve F' such that F' ¢ D’. Then
0< D.F =(D+aKx).F < D.F —2a.
Hence for a > (D.F)/2, this is a contradiction. It therefore follows that the linear
system |D+aKx| is empty for a > 0.
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Now, for m > 1, suppose there exists a non-zero divisor D” C X with D” €
|mKx|. Then for a rational curve F’, with F ¢ D", it follows from (22) that
0 < D!.F =(mKx).F <0,
a contradiction, and so K(X) = —oo. Oo
The above proposition means that as well as there being no non-zero differential
forms on rationally connected varieties, they also satisfy the condition of termination
of adjunction, with threshold as in definition 4.2.
Definition 4.6 (i) The variety X is said to be birationally superrigid if for
any movable linear system © on X, the following equality holds:
Cung(a) = e(l,.X).
(ii) The variety X is said to be birationally rigid if for any movable linear
system © on X, there exists a birational self-map x € Bir(X) such that
Cries (2s) = (X42, X ).
Example 4.7 A smooth three-dimensional quartic V = V, C P* is birationally
superrigid - see [9].
4,2 Singularities of linear systems
Wefirst recall the definition of a geometric discrete valuation v : C(X)* — Z, having
a centre on X. Let DC X bea prime divisor, D ¢ Sing X. Then D determines a
discrete valuation vp = ordp.
Definition 4.8 A realisation of a discrete valuation v is a triple (X*,y, H),
where py: X+ — X is a birational morphism, and H ¢ Sing X* a primedivisor
such that vy = vy.
Definition 4.9 A discrete valuation is said to be geometric if it is realised by
a prime Weil divisor on some model of the field C(X) of rational functions. We
denote the set of geometric discrete valuations by N(X).
Now, suppose that a variety X is not superrigid. Then there exists a movable
linear system \, satisfying the inequality
Cyirt() < c(X, X).
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That is to say, there exists a birational morphism y : Xt — X such that c(t, X*) <
c(, X), where Ut is the strict transform of the linear system © on X*. Now,
cannot be an isomorphism in codimension 1, that is to say, cannot be an isomor-
phism outside a closed subset of codimension > 2, since then for D an effective
divisor on X, with D* its strict transform, the thresholds c(D, X) and c(D*, X*)
would coincide. Hence, there exist exceptional divisors E C X* of the morphism y,
each of which determine a geometricdiscrete valuation ordz(-) of the field C(X) of
rational functions. This valuation is independent of the model X* in the following
sense: if vy? : X? — X is another birational morphism, where the birational map
(y')-! ow: X* --+ X# is an isomorphism at a generic point of the divisor E’, so
that (y*)-! 0 y(E) = E* Cc X*is an exceptional divisor of the morphism y', then
ordg = ordy:. The irreducible subvariety y(£) C X is called the centre of the
discrete valuation ord.
A divisor on the variety X is given by local equations, and so by applying the
valuation ordz, we obtain the multiplicity vg(D) € Z of an effective divisor D with
respect to E, where vg(D) > 1 if and only if y(£) C Supp D. In this notation, it
follows that
y'(D) = Dt +S vp,(D) Ei, (23)
where the E; C X7 are the exceptional prime divisors of y. For the canonicalclass,
Kx+ = ¢"(Kx)+ > (Bi) Ei, (24)
where a(F;) = a(£;, X) is the discrepancy. Since X is terminal, a(£;,X) > 1.
Definition 4.10 A geometric discrete valuation ordg of the field C(X)is called a
maximal singularity of the linear system ¥ if the Noether-Fano inequality
Vp(d) > na(E)
holds, where vg(©=) = vg(D) for a generic divisor D € X, and n = c(h, X). Note
that we sometimes say that the exceptional divisor FE’ is the maximal singularity,
and take it to mean the same thing.
Note that it is enough for X* to be nonsingular at a generic point of the excep-
tional divisor E for the numbers vg(D) and a(£) to be well defined: since the local
ring of a nonsingular point is a UFD,there exists an open set U C X7* intersecting
E, consisting of nonsingular points, such that F is defined in U by a local equation
x € k{U], and there exists an integer k > 0 with f € (7*) and f ¢ (7**"), where
f € k[U] is the equation of y*(D) in this set. This condition on X~*is satisfied if,
for example, X* is normal, since then it will be nonsingular in codimension 1.
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Definition 4.11 An irreducible subvariety Y C X of codimension > 2 is called a
maximal subvariety of the linear system » if the inequality
multy(X) > n(codim Y — 1)
holds, where multy() = multy(D) for a generic divisor D € X.
To show that this definition is consistent with that of a maximal singularity,
suppose that Y C X is a maximal subvariety of the linear system », and consider
the blowup y: Xt > X at Y, with E = y'(Y) the exceptional divisor. Since y
is just a single blowup,it follows that vg(X) = multy(), and a(£) = codimY — 1
follows from proposition 2.9. Hence, F already realises a maximalsingularity of the
linear system “2, and so these are the simplest type of maximal singularities.
Definition 4.12 A maximal singularity is said to be infinitely nearif it is not
a maximal subvariety.
Theorem 4.13 Let = be a movable linear system on X , satisfying the inequality
Cyirt() < c(i). Then X has a maximalsingularity.
Proof As above, let y : X+ — X be birational morphism, with c(t, XT) <
c(=, X) = n for O* the strict transform of the system on X*. Let DEX bea
generic divisor, with D* € X* its strict transform on X*. Then, from (23) and
(24), we have that
Dt +nKx+ = (y*(D)- » Vp,(D)E;) + n(y*(Kx) + » a(E;)E;)
= y(D+nKx)— >(ve,(D) — na(Ei)) Ei,
where the E; C X* are the exceptional prime divisors of y. Since c(X*, X*) <n,
|D+ + nKx+| = 0, and thus D* + nKx+ is not effective on X*. By definition of
c(x,X), D+nkKx is effective on X, and since the pullback of an effective divisoris
effective, it follows that — Svs, (D) —na(E;))E; is not effective, because otherwise
p'(D+nKx) — )-(vp,(D) — na(Ei)) Ei > 0,
whichit isn’t. If the vg,(D) — na(F;) are all negative, thenit is effective, so one of
them must be positive; that is to say, there exists an exceptional divisor E; with
Vp,(D) > na(£;), as required. Oo
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Let E* be an exceptional divisor of the birational map 7 : X* --+ X, satisfying
the Noether-Fano inequality, vgi(=) > na(E*), such that ~ contracts E* to a
subvariety B = u(E*) C X of codimension > 2, where B ¢ Sing X is notstrictly
contained in the singular locus of X. Let y : X; — X be the blowup of the
subvariety B, with exceptional divisor E = y~1(B).
Proposition 4.14 Either the composition y~low : X* --+ Xj is an isomorphism in
a neighbourhoodof a generic point of E*, so that p-tou(E*) = E and so vp = Vp,
or py107(E*) = By, where By, is an irreducible subvariety of codimension > 2,
PB, 7 Sing Xi, B, C BE, and o(8B) = B.
Proof These are the only two possibilities. Note that y(B,) = y(y10 v(E£*)) =
u(E*) = B, so that By does not just consist of fibres of y in E. oO
Wecan therefore use this construction to obtain a sequence of blowups
Ceti ty as
U U
hy o- By
where i= 1,2,..., B= Bo, X =X, E=E,, B; is the centre of E* on X;, and
B,_, is the centre of the blowup y;,i-1, with exceptional divisor F; = 9;,+(Bi).
For 1 > 7, let
Pig = Pirlg <<? asad
with y;; the identity map on X;. It follows from the above proposition that
~is(Bi) = By for.74 > Tks
Proposition 4.15 The sequence of blowups detailed above terminates; that is to
say, for some K > 1, yxy ° (E) = Ex.
Proof The decomposition of the discrepancies a(£;, X) of the exceptional divisors
E;, with respect to the model X, described in proposition 5.6(ii) shows that they
are strictly increasing; in particular, that a(£,;,X) > i. On the other hand, 9;,Le
v(E*) = B; C E; C Xj, and so the centre of E* on X;is contained in F;. It follows
that a(E;, X) < a(E*, X): consider the composition of maps
(a X; — X.
95,99 Pi,0
Then
Kx, = vio(Kx) +
>
a(Ej, X)Ej,
k=1
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so that
Kxt = (pig 0 ¥)*(Kx,) +). a(Bi, Xi) EB
J
= U'(Kx) +>) aE, X) (vig ov)" (Ek) + > (Ej,XE,
k=1 j
where the E, C X, and Ei Cc X* are the exceptional divisors of y;9 and Pi0 o”,
respectively. Hence,
a(E*, X) > a(E*, X;) + a(E;, X) ord: (vig 0 V)*(Ei) = a(Ei, X),
where the first inequality accounts for the fact that the centre of E* on X; may also
be contained in some EF; # Ej.
It then follows from the strictly increasing nature of the discrepancies a(E;, X )
that there must exist an integer K with a(Ex,X) = a(E’*,X), and so the sequence
of blowups terminates. o
Definition 4.16 The sequence of blowups just described is called the resolution
of the discrete valuation v;: with respect to the model X.
4.3. The oriented graph structure
On the set of exceptional divisors {F,...,E«}, we introduce an oriented graph
structure as follows. Let i — 7 if 7 > 7 and Bj_1 C ES, where Ey* denotes
the strict transform of E; on X;_1. Let p;; denote the number of paths from
E, to E; for 7 > 7 in the oriented graph just described, and set pj; = 1. Let
v; = ordy, y%,_,(27~+), so ordg, v5;_,(2"*) = multg,_, /~* if the centre of the
blowup, B;_1, is smooth.
4.4 The Noether-Fano inequality reformulated
In chapter 6, we also use the Noether-Fano inequality formulated in the language
of Q-divisors, and so the terminology and notions required for this are explained
below.
Definition 4.17 A Q-divisor D on X is a finite formal linear combination
D=)_ 4D;
of codimension 1 irreducible subvarieties D; C X with rational coefficients d; € Q.
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A Q-divisor D is called integral if the coefficients d; are integers. If D is a Q-
divisor, then an integer m is said to clear the denominators of D if mD is integral.
Definition 4.18 A Q-divisor D is Q-Cartier if for some m € Z, mD is an
(integral) Cartier divisor. It follows that in a factorial variety, any Q-divisor is
Q-Cartier.
Asan application of these definitions, suppose that f : Y — X is a morphism of
irreducible varieties, and D is a Q-Cartier Q-divisor on X, with f(Y) ¢ Supp D.
Then the pullback f*(D) is determined as a Q-divisor by clearing denominators.
Definition 4.19 A pair (X, D) consists of a variety X and an effective Q-divisor
Don X.
Definition 4.20 Let DEX CX bea generic divisor. Then for n = c(X, X), the
pair (X,+D) is not canonicalif there exists a birational morphism ~ : XH_.X,
and an exceptional divisor E? C X*, such that the following inequality
Va (<>) > a(E*)
holds. The exceptional divisor E* is called a non-canonical singularity of the
pair (X,+D). The pair (X,+D) is not log canonicalif the inequality
Vay > a(B*) +1
holds, and EF? is said to be a non-log canonical singularity of the pair.
Now that we have defined a pair (X, D), we give two moredefinitions which will
be required in chapter 6.
Definition 4.21 Let X be a smooth variety. A reduced effective divisor D =
SD: on X is said to be a normal crossing divisor if for each closed point
x € X,a local equation of D at x can be written as a product f = u,...ur in Oz,
where functions u,...,u, € O, form part of a regular system of local parameters
at x. A Q-divisor So dD; has normal crossing support if SoD: is a normal
crossing divisor.
Definition 4.22 A resolution of singularities of the pair (X, D) is a projective
birational morphism f : X — X with X nonsingular, such that the Q-divisor
f*(D)+>¢ E, has normalcrossing support, where the F; are the exceptional divisors
tof f.
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Remark 4.23 At the beginning of section 4.1, rather than imposing the condition
that X was smooth, we instead supposed that X was a Q-factorial Fano variety,
with at worst terminal singularities. Being Q-factorial means that every Weil divisor
D on X is Q-Cartier, that is to say, for some m € N, mD is Cartier, so that mD
is given locally by a single equation enabling us to pull back such divisors. Having
only terminal singularities means that the canonical class, Kx, is Q-Cartier, and
that if f : X — X is a resolution of singularities of X, then the discrepancies
of the exceptional prime divisors £; in the ramification formula Kg = f*(Ax) +
S- a(E;)E;, are strictly positive. Hence, the definitions in this chapter make sense
i
under this condition on X .
4.5 The method of maximal singularities
The threshold of canonical adjunction of a linear system © on X is fundamental in
the method of maximal singularities. If for any linear system © on X, cyt() =
c(X, X), then by definition X is birationally superrigid. Also, we saw in theorem
4.13 that if there exists a linear system © on X satisfying the inequality cyint() <
c(X,X), then © has a maximal singularity. Hence, the next step in the method
is to determine which maximal singularities can be realised on the variety X and
which cannot. That is to say, for each geometric discrete valuation v = vg €
N(X), realised by an exceptional divisor EF C X* on some model y : X* —
X, we determine for each movable linear system “ on X, with threshold c(),
whether v; is a maximalsingularity, satisfying the Noether-Fano inequality vg() >
c(D)a(E). By showing that this inequality is not satisfied, we exclude the given
maximal singularity.
Now, if a maximal singularity cannot be excluded, then weexplicitly describe
a movable linear system © with the maximal singularity E. The next step is then
to try to untwist this maximal singularity via birational maps that simplify the
linear system /. The simple cases are when the untwisting birational maps are
birational automorphisms. If untwisting is possible, the procedure in the simple
cases is as follows: for a linear system © with maximalsingularity E, we construct
a birational automorphism Ty € Bir(X) such that
e((Te")«X) < e(3),
where (Tz')«» is the strict transform of © with respect to Tg, such that E is no
longer a maximal singularity of the linear system (T;')«. Hence, 7 removes the
maximalsingularity F whilst decreasing the threshold of canonical adjunction.
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Now,consider a primitive Fano variety X , and assume that the untwisting pro-
cedureis successful for any maximal singularities not excluded in the previousstep.
Note that if all maximal singularities can be excluded, then it follows from theorem
4.13 that the variety is birationally superrigid. Therefore, suppose that there is at
least one maximal singularity which requires untwisting.
Theorem 4.24 (i) X is birationally rigid;
(ii) The group Bir(X) of birational automorphisms of X is generated by the sub-
group Aut(X) of biregular automorphisms and the subgroup B(X) generated
by the untwisting maps Tg corresponding to the maximal singularities E.
Proof (i) Since X is a primitive Fano variety, with PicX = ZKx, it follows that
for © Cc |—nKx| a linear system on X, c(X,X) =n, so that the threshold of an
arbitrary linear system on X is a positive integer. Hence, the untwisting procedure
is finite, so that if £),...,E, are a sequence of maximal singularities of a linear
system ©, we can construct a birational automorphism T = Tg, °-::°Tp,, such
that c((7~!),) < c(X), and so that the system U7 = (77+), has no maximal
singularities. It then follows from theorem 4.13 that cyir(X) = Cyire(7) = c(X7).
Iterating this procedure for each linear system with maximalsingularities, it follows
that X is birationally rigid.
(ii) Consider a linear system © = | — nKx|, and its strict transform U* =
(x1). C | — mKx| for an arbitrary birational automorphism y € Bir(X). First,
suppose c(X*) = c(X), so that m =n. Since y is birational, dim &* = dim X, but
x is the complete linear system | — nKx|, so that HX = N, and so x € Aut(X).
Next, suppose that cyirt(h*) < c(X*) < c(X). Either cyire(*) = c(X*), so that x is
already an untwisting map,else Cyirz(*) < c(*), and so it follows from theorem
4.13 that “* has a maximal singularity. Hence, by assumption there exists an
untwisting map T so that the system (7~!),2* = U*°" has no maximalsingularities,
and it follows from theorem 4.13 that
Cie) = ae”) << oL*) = a2).
Hence, yor is an untwisting map, and so x € B(X). Finally, suppose c(X*) > c(X).
It then follows from
CailOU") = c(*) > c(X) = Cyirt (2) = Birger")
that cyir,(=*) < c(E*) so that U* has a maximal singularity, and we are therefore
back in the previous case. QO
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Remark4.25 If it cannot be proved that a potentially realisable maximal singu-
larity can be excluded or untwisted, we cannot say anything significant about the
birational geometry of the variety.
4.6 Excluding maximal singularities
We carry forward the notation of section 4.2. Let X be a smooth variety, and
E* an exceptional divisor of the birational map w : X*# --» X, so that E* isa
maximal singularity of a linear system © C | —nKx| on X, and ~ contracts E*
to a subvariety B C X of codimension > 2. Furthermore, let the resolution of the
discrete valuation vz; be given by the sequenceof blowups ;,;-1 : Xi; — Xi_1, with
B,_; the centre of the blowup 9;j-1.
By construction of the resolution, the dimensions of successive centres are non-
decreasing, so that dim By =... = dim Bx_, or dim By < dim Bx_,. From propo-
sition 2.9, the discrepancy of the blowup yij-1 : Xi; — Xi_1, with smooth centre
B;_1, is 6; = codim B;_; — 1. Hence, if dim By = dim Bx_j, then 6, =... =dx% =
6 = codim By — 1. Set vj = ordg, y5;_,(U!~') = multg,, 4’~'. Weshall show
later, in proposition 5.6, that the Noether-Fano inequality vgi(X) > na(E*) can be
rewritten as
K
So pwi(Yj — no) > 0. (25)
j=l
Since the multiplicities 1; > ... > ve are non-increasing (the maps ¥;;-1 are
blowups), it follows from (25) that
4 > nd, (26)
so that the subvariety By is a maximal subvariety of ©. We now give an example
to illustrate the exclusion of a maximal subvariety of codimension 2.
Example 4.26 Let 7:V > P™ D Wom for m > 3 be a smooth double space of
index 1 branched over a smooth hypersurface W of degree 2m, so that PicV = ZKy
where Ky = —7*H for H the class of a hyperplane in P™. Let Bo be an irreducible
subvariety of codimension 2 in V. Then Bp cannot be a maximal subvariety of a
movable linear system © Cc | —nKy|.
Suppose that © has a maximal subvariety Bo of codimension 2. Let D,, D2 € X
be generic divisors, so that codim(D,; % D2) = 2, with no common components
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since the system is moving. Let Z = D, o Dz betheeffective cycle of the (scheme-
theoretic) intersection of D; and D2. Hence,
= aBo + Y,
where is an effective cycle of codimension 2, and a > n? by (26). By the Lefschetz
theorem, the Chow group A?Vofcycles of order 2 is ZK?, so that By ~ rK?, for
some r>1, Y ~ sK?2, for some s > 0 and Z ~ n?K?. Hence, the anticanonical
degree of Z is
deg Z = (Z-(—Ky)"-) = (2H)? (aH)"2) = 2n?,
where (7*H)™ = 2 since V is a double cover. But Z = aBy + Y ~ ark? + sk},
so that
2n? = (ar(n*H)? - (x*H)"? + s(n*H)? - (w*H)”*) = 2ar + 2s.
2Hence, n? = ar+s>rn?+4+s, a contradiction.
Note that if By is a maximal subvariety of codimension > 3, it follows from
(26) that mults, © > 2n, whereas the anticanonical degree of © is degh = (X-
(—Ky)™!) = 2n, a contradiction.
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5 Main theorem: a particular case
Now wehaveall of the tools necessary to state and prove the main result of this the-
sis; informally, that under certain conditions, the double space of index 1 branched
over a generic hypersurface in the projective space containing a singular locusof high
dimension,is birationally superrigid. In this chapter, we deal with a particular case
which enables us to proceed in a similar way to that of when the branch divisoris
smooth. Wealso state and prove the standard corollaries of birational superrigidity
of the variety.
5.1 Formulation of the main result
The integer m > is fixed throughout. Fix a linear subspace P C P”™ of codimension
k; satisfying the inequality m < Ke +2. Let W = Wo, C P™ be a generic hy-
persurface singular at every point of P (so that P = Sing W is the locus of double
points of W). Explicitly, if we choose equations 79 = ... = T_-1 = 0 for P, and
coordinates xp,...,Zm on the plane, then W is given by the equation
k-1
f(t) = > aiejhi;(xs) = 0,i,j=0
where hj;(r.) = hji(x.) are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2m—2 in o,..., Lm.
Let 7: V > P™ D5 Wom be the double space of index 1 branched over W, which
can be defined explicitly as the hypersurface given by the equation
teay = F (16, -- - tie)
in the weighted projective space P™**(1,...,1,m).
Proposition 5.1 The variety V is a factorial m-dimensional variety, the singular
locus of which is P* = x~'(P). Moreover, V is a Fano variety of index one, thatis,
PicV = ZKy where Ky = —7*H, for H theclass of a hyperplane in P™.
Proof These properties of V follow from the fact that the double cover 7: V —
P, branched over W, extends to a double cover 7: Vt > pm, branched over W,
where y: V* > V and @: Pm _, P™ are the blowups of P* and P, respectively,
and W is the strict transform of W by gy.
Explicitly, recall that P Cc P™ is of codimensionk, so that P* C V has
codimension k. For ease of notation, we will denote the exceptional divisor of both
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blowups y and ¢@ by E*. Also, for H the class of a hyperplane in P’, denoteits
pullback onto pm by H. We prove existence of the commutative diagram
E+
M7
v+ —. V
W cpm = P™ > Ww
@
Choose a local system of parameters 2,...,2m—1 at a generic point p € P, so
that P is defined by equations z =... = Z,-1 = 0, and W is defined locally by
k-1
f (20, +++y%m-1) 1) = S- Dipti Hag By) = 0,i,j=0
where hj;(z.) = hji(z.) are polynomials of degree < 2m — 2 in 2,...,2%m—1- Then
V can be defined locally at v = ~1(p) by the equation
ee = f(Zo, +++32m-1; 1),
where 29,.--,2Zm—1;2m-+1 is the system of local parameters of P™ x A*. By blowing
up P at the bottom and P* at the top, we obtain
k-1
ape a2 _ Apsdustisol _2 [wa So wushy (us) =0
i,j=0
for the equation of the total transform of V , with the equation of the strict transform
k-1
Ua = D> uitjhiz (ue)
i,j=0
defining the double space V* in the standard chart Up = (2 #0), where z = uo,
2 = Ujuo fori =1,...,k—1, z; =u; for j =k,...,m—1, and 2m41 = Um41Uo are
the equations of the blowup, and hi;(ux) = hij(Uo, U1Uo, --- , Uk—-1U0, Uk, --+;Um-1, 1).
The double space V* is smooth: consider the linear system of branch divisors
W cP” containing P, and theintersection of their strict transforms on P™ with the
resulting exceptional divisor. That is to say, consider the linear system of divisors
on E+ of the form WN E*, each defined in Up by an equation of the form
k-1
S° uzuzhiz(G.) = 0,
i,j=0
for hij(Us) = hij(0,..-,0, Uk, .--;Um-—1, 1). Clearly, this linear system is base point
free, and so by Bertini’s Theorem,a generic element of this linear system is smooth.
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It follows from the genericity of W that WN Et is smooth, and so W cP” is
smooth. Hence, V* is smooth.
Now, we have that Kpm = —(m+1)H.It therefore follows from proposition 2.9
that
Kem = —(m+1)H + (k-1)E*.
We have that PicP™ = ZH @ ZE*, and W ~ 2mH as Wis a hypersurface of
degree 2m. Since P = Sing W is the locus of double points of W , we have that
W = @*(W) -2E*
~ ImH — 2E*.
Consider the strict transform D* on V* of a Weil divisor D on V. Since V* is
smooth, it follows that V* is factorial, and by the Lefschetz theorem, PicV* =
Zn*(H) + ZE*. Hence D* is Cartier, and it follows that V is factorial. Now, due
to the double cover, we get
—
Ky+ =" (Kegan) + 57(W)
= —(m+1)r*(H) + (k- 1)r* (ET) + 5 (2mz*(H) — 2n*(E*))
= —n*(H)+(k-2)E",
and so Ky = —7*(#), as required. O
Now, the main result is as follows.
Theorem 5.2 V is birationally superrigid.
The theory of birational rigidity goes back to the classical paper [9] of Iskovskikh
and Manin on three-dimensional quartics. The basic definitions of theory are de-
tailed in chapter 4; see [31] also. The theorem above means that for any movable
linear system ¥ on V, its virtual threshold of canonical adjunction cyire(X,V) is
equal to the threshold c(©,V) on V. Given this equality, the claims of Corollary
5.3 follow in the standard way [31].
Corollary 5.3 (i) V cannot be fibred into uniruled varieties by a non-trivial
rational map.
(ii) V is non-rational.
(iii) The groups of birational and biregular self-maps coincide: BirV = AutV =
Z/2Z.
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Proof of Corollary 5.3 (i) If
is a birational map onto V’, where dim S’ > 1, andfibres of a are uniruled, then
we choose »’ to be the pullback of a moving linear system on 5S”. Thatis to say, let
D’ be an effective Cartier divisor on S’, and let ©! = 1*(D’). Define © = (y~*),.2!
to be the strict transform of ©’ on V with respect to x. Since V is Fano, with
PicV = ZKy, it follows that c(X,V) > 0. We claim that c(X’,V’) = 0: suppose
there are a,b > 0 such that am*(D’) + bKyr is effective on V’. Let F' be a general
fibre of 7, so that F is uniruled and not contained in the divisor am*(D’) + bAy:.
Then, by the adjunction formula,
(an*(D') + bKyr) |p = (bKy’)|r = bKp,
so that Kr is effective, a contradiction since F is uniruled. Hence, cyi(%,V) =
c(d’, V’) = 0, and so by superrigidity, we have that c(X,V) = 0. (ii) This follows
immediately from (i). (iii) This follows from theorem 4.24 (ii) and [16]. Oo
The following existing results are closely related to our work.
Example 5.4 (i) For m > 3, a smooth double space 7 : V > P™ D Won, of
index 1 branched over a smooth hypersurface W of degree 2m is birationally
superrigid - see [32].
(ii) The setup is as in (i), but W has a unique singularity at the point x € W,
with mult, W = 21, | < m— 2, and the tangent cone T;,W defines a smooth
hypersurface of degree 2/ in the projective space P(T,P”) = P™*. Then V
is birationally superrigid - see [33]. (For the case m = 3, W is chosen to be
maximally generic - see [33, proposition 1] for details.)
(iii) The setup is as in (i), but W has multiple isolated singularities, each satisfying
the conditions in (ii). Then V is birationally superrigid - see [34].
(iv) Birational geometry of 3-fold double spaces with a double line is more compli-
cated as they can be fibred into del Pezzo surfaces - see [35].
5.2 Plan and start of the proof
Assume that V is not superrigid. By definition, this means that we can fix a
movable linear system © C |—nKy| such that cyiry(X) < c(u,V) = n. It follows
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from theorem 4.13 that the linear system © has a maximal singularity. That is to
say, for someirreducible exceptional divisor E* C V* on some model w : V4 — V of
V, the Noether-Fano inequality ordgy *(X) > na(E*) holds. In other words, the
pair (V, 13) is not canonical, and E* is a non-canonical singularity of that pair. Let
B = (E*) be its centre on V. Now, arguments identical to those in [31] exclude
the possibility of B ¢ P* = Sing V: firstly, if codim B = 2, we may repeat word for
word the proof given in example 4.26 (alternatively, see[31, chapter 2, proposition
2.9]) since codim P* > 5; that is to say, a generic point of B lies outside the singular
locus. Otherwise, codim B > 3, and calculating at the generic point of B, which is
nonsingular on V, we get the inequality
multg Z > 4n? (27)
for the self-intersection Z = (D, 0 Dg) of the linear system © - see [31, chapter
2, theorem 2.2] for details. The inequality (27) is impossible since deg Z = 2n?.
Therefore, we may assume that B C SingV = P*.
5.3. Maximal singularities over a subvariety in the singular
locus
As we mentioned above, it follows from the genericity of W that the blowup ¢ :
V+ — V of the singular locus P* is a smooth variety, with the exceptional divisor
E+ = y-1(P*). The subvariety E+ is smooth and yy+ : E+ — P* = P isa fibration
into quadrics. Writing, in the notation above, hij(Zo,..-,2%m) = Pij(e,---,2m) +
hk, where each term of the homogeneous polynomials hy contains at least one of
the variables xo,...,Zp_1, we can identify the fibre of yg+ over a point (0:...:0:
dy :...!@m) with the quadric hypersurface
k-1
eea = Ss egal Peg Gig, «wn ySea)s
ij=0
As a special case, let us considerfirst the case when B = P* is the whole singular
locus. In our proof of the general case in the following chapter, the main technical
problem comes from the fact that some fibres of E*/P* can be singular. We will
therefore need to determine precisely how degenerate the quadric fibres can be in
order to complete the proofin this case.
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5.4 The case when the centre is the whole singular locus
To exclude this case, we need arguments which are similar to those of the smooth
case. Wecarry forward the notation, and modify the computationsin [31] as follows:
the resolution with respect to the model V = Vo is a sequence of blowups
Yi-1: Vi — Vi
U U
ii — Bir
where i = 1,2,...,K, B= Boy, Vt =V,, E+ = &,, B; is the centre of E* on Vj,
B;_, is the centre of the blowup ¥;,:-1, with exceptional divisor FE; = ;,+1(Bi-1),
and we have that VK0 oU(E") = Ex. We divide the resolution yii-1 : Vi > Vi-1
into two parts: i = 1,...,L < K the lower part, for which codim 5;_; > 3, and
i= L+4+1,...,K the upper part, for which codim Bj_, = 2. It may happen that
L = and the upperpart is empty.
Proposition 5.5 The discrepancy a(E\) of the blowup 1 : Vi — V, centred at
Bo, is 1 = codim Bo —2.
Proof From the proof of proposition 5.1, we have that
Ky, = —n*(H) 4+ (k - 2) £4.
Hence, 6, = k — 2, as required. o
Ontheset of exceptional divisors {F,...,E«}, we introduce an oriented graph
structure, as described in section 4.3, as follows. Let i 7 if7 > 7 and By_1 C Ei
(strict transform of EF; on V;_1). Let pi; denote the number of paths from £; to F;
for i > j in the oriented graph just described, and set p;; = 1. Set 0; = codim By—2,
and 6; = codim B;_; — 1 for j =2,...,K, and let v; = ordg, yp};_,(27~").
Proposition 5.6 Fori=1...K, (i) the multiplicity of the linear system » at EF;
is Vp,(X) = SPeaMis and(ii) the discrepancy K(V, vg,) of vg, is a(E;) = >Pig55-
j=lj=l
Proof (i) Let D be a generic divisor in U. Clearly, yi9(D) = ¥Fi-1(¥7-10(P)),
where from the definition, y*_})(D) = D™* + Vp, (D)EY +... +¥e,_,(D)Ei-1-
Hence,
Yio(D) = ¢},-1(D*") + VE, (D)y};_\(EY’) Teeth Vp,(D)9};1(Ei-1)
= D'+4,Bi + ve,(D)975-1(Et*) +... +UB,,(D)¢j4-1(Ei-1)-
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Now,since all the exceptional divisors are smooth,
Et if 7 +7 (Bi_1 ¢ E;*)
E+E; ifirj (By. C ES")JjYii-1 (EF) =
Hence, vp,(D) = 44+ 2 Vp,(D).
ij
l
We now proceed by induction on I: vg,(X) = So pig is clearly satisfied for
j=l
| = 1, and we assumeit holds for 1 = 2...,i —1. Suppose 7 has edges with
ry =it—1,179,...ry, N<i-—1. Then
Vp, (D) = Vp,_,(D) + VErs (D) +...4+ VEen (D) + Y;
i-1 i) TN
= Sopina + SoPra Se a So PeniY + Vj. (28)
j=1 j=l j=l
Clearly, pij = pi-1j + Proj +--- + Pryjg- Hence,
i-1 i—1
5 Pi-1gYj = ) (Pag = Bigg — ues = Prag)
w-1 r2 TN
= 5 Pig— 5 Prag¥j Te 5 PryGUIs
j=l j=l j=l
where the last equality follows from the fact that p,,.; = 0 if 7 > Tm. Finally, it
follows from (28) that
i-1 a
Ve (D) = So pighy tri = doPig.j=l j=l
(ii) Clearly, we have that Ky, = yj;_,(Kv,_,) + 6:£;, where
Ky, = Viip(Kv) +a(F,)Ey + +... + 0(Ei-1)Bi-1.
Hence,
Ky, = PioKy) + a(E,)y7;_1(Ey*) +... + a(Bi-1)954-1Bi-1) + OF.
The remainder of the proof is identical to (i) if we replace vg,(D) by a(£;), and 1;
by Oj. O
Let Z = 3 m,Y;, with Y; C E,, be an r-cycle for some r > dim B. Define the
jdegree of Z as
deg Z = } mj; deg(¥j3 ¢7,9(6)):
J
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where b € B is a generic point, and the degree on the right-handsideis the ordinary
degree in the projective space ~15(b) = poodimB-1  Fyrthermore, for generic divisors
D,,D, €& Cc |—nKy| = |nA|, write Di, D} for their strict transforms on the
blowup V;, and o for the codimension 2 cycle of the scheme theoretic intersection.
Proposition 5.7 (i) Assume that 1 <i< L, so that codim Bj_; > 3. Then
Dio Di = (Di) o DF") + Z,
where Supp Z; C E;. Furthermore,
mult5,(D1 o Dz) = 2 (ordg, ¢j.9(D1)) (ord, ¢i.9(D2)) + deg Z1,
and for2<i<L,
multg,,(Di-}o Di!) = (multg,, Di-*)(multz,_, Dy') + deg Z.
(ii) Assume that L+1<i< K, so that codim Bj_; = 2. Then
DioDi=Zi+ Zi,
where Supp Z; C E;, Supp(vii-1(Z/)) does not contain Bj_1, and
Dio Dy = [(multg,_, Di") (multg,_, Dy") + deg Z;)Bi-1 + (Yii-1)«Z}.
Proof It is clear that we have equality of D} o D3 and (Dj; 0 D2)* away from the
exceptional divisor E,; since the latter is a strict transform, it does not contain
components of £,, and hence D} o Di = (D, 0 D2)! + Z,.
The first step is to reduce the problem to a two dimensional computation: inter-
sect Vo with a generic hyperplane section of Vp that intersects By. Repeat this step
dim By times, and choose oneofthe points of intersection with By to be b. Continue
to intersect by generic hyperplanesections containing 6 until Vo is a surface. Hence,
for b € Bo a generic point, we get a germ S 53 6 of a surface in general position
with Bo (a surface with a non-degenerate quadratic point at b), and S’ its strict
transform on V;, a nonsingular surface. Then calculating the multiplicity of the
intersection D, o Dz at Bo is reduced to computing the intersection number of two
curves, D,|s and De|s, at 6 in terms of its blowup. Denote the restricted divisors
by D, and Dg, their strict transforms on S$! by D} and D3, respectively, and let
E = E,|s: be therestricted exceptional divisor. Set 1; = ordg yj.9(Di). Then
Dz = gio(Di) — “EB,
and so
D,- D3 = (¥i,0(P1) — 2) - (Yio(P2) — nE)
Fio(P1) * ¥io(D2) — 1¥i,0(P1) 2 -— uio(D2) + v7EB
1,0(P1) - ¥i,o(D2) + 7B”.
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Hence,
(D, - D2)y = (Dy D3)p — yyE”
= Sl (Di-D))y - 7B’.
yEDINDINE
Let H 3 6 be theclass of a hyperplane section in S. Then
H* = ¥3,9(4) —£
~H-E,
where H!?is the class of a hyperplane section in S', intersecting E. Now, due to the
quadratic singularity, the exceptional divisor E' has degree 2, and since (H— E)-E =
—E?, we have the self intersection E? = —2, and so
multg,(D1 0 Dz) = 2v7 + deg Z,
as required. Note that for 7 > 1, V; is smooth, and so the exceptional divisor in the
blowup will have degree 1.
oO
Remark 5.8 Note that multg,© = 2ordg, yj(X), and multg, 4’! =
ordg, v7;_,(29*), for j = 2,...,K.
Let D,, Dz € & be generic divisors, set D,0 Dz = Zp, and thus define a sequence
of codimension 2 cycles on the blowups V;, with
Di 0 D, = (Dy* 0 Dy") + Zi,
where Z; C E;, so that for any it < L, we have
DitoDit= Zo1473 4+...4 2094 Zin. (29)
For any j with z< 7 < JL, set
ita.g = mults,,(Z/~*),
wherefor an arbitrary cycle, we extend the definition of multiplicity of an irreducible
cycle, along a smaller cycle, by linearity.
Lemma5.9 If mj; >0, then j 17.
Proof Recall that 7 ~ 7 if 7 > 7 and By C EI So, for mi; > 0, some
component of Z/~* contains B;_;. But Z C E; implies Z!-' c EJ, and so
By-1 Cc EI, Oo
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Set d; = deg Z;.
Lemma 5.10 For 1<i<j< L, we have
Mj < d;.
Proof Since y;,(B;) = B; for « > 7, we can count multiplicities at generic points.
Now, the multiplicities are non-increasing with respect to the blowup, and soit
remains to show that multg, Z; < deg Z;. Consider a fibre over a generic point
b; € B; of the blowup visi : Viti — Vi, so that Z; restricted to the fibre is a
hypersurface in a projective space. Clearly, deg Z; > mult», Z;, and so
deg Z; > multy, Z; > multy,_,(Z7*) == 17g7
The following set of equalities are obtained by inserting (29) into proposition
ot):
2v? + dy = ™Mo,1)
vy+d, = mo2+m,,
. (30)
V; + d; = Moi a ses =F Mi-1,i5
v2 +d, = Mop t--.+Myp-1,L-
Now,carrying forward the notation,
I
IV
IV
I
IV
IV
Vaan + deg 7141
Vir + [deg((Yr41,r)*Brsi)|(Di» Dy" )or41
Vi41 + (deg((¢r41,1)*Br41)] (Vise + [deg(yr42,141)«(Br+2)\(Dr? - Dy)or42)
Vis + (deg((Yr41,2)*Br4i)i42 + [deg(yr42,r)*(Br+2)|(Dr» Dy)o4s
K
os v? (deg(¥i-1,,)«Bi-1)
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Definition 5.11 A function a: {1,...,L} — R, is said to be compatible with
the graph structure if
a(i) > Soa)joi
for any %#=1,...,o.
In particular, it is clear that px; is compatible with the graph structure. Set
a(t) = PK,i :
Theorem 5.12
L L K
mn, > 2 42 2PKAiM0i 2 PRAY + DPRKAY; + PKL Yj.
i=l i=1 i=L+1
Proof Firstly, multiply the ith equality in (30) by px;, and add the equations by
equating the sum of the rows on theleft-hand side with the sum of the columns on
the right-handside:
L i E L
2pvit>, peivit>— PKiditpntd, = SopKimoit>_ PKAiM1it. .-+PK,L™ML-1,L-
i=2 j=1 i i=2
Bitt fof 7 = Tyainy da,
L L
S- PRAMG4 = » PRAM; Sd; So PK; < pKjj,
i=j+l i=jt1 inj
m3;440
where the first inequality follows from lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, and the second from
definition 5.11. Hence,
L Bt L b=!
2pevit >pie +dpwidit+PKcde < So pKimoi + >pKai=2 i=l =I i=l
— 2peavit >piv? tpeed, < >pKiMo,ii= a1
= Pray + So pKive +pridr < S- pKiMo,-i=l i=l
K
From (31), we have that S- v2 < dz, so thati=E41
L K L i
Peavi + So pKa? + PKL S- Ve < peat + So pKiv? + pr,rdr < >pKimo,i=l i=L+1 i=l i=l
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Corollary 5.13 Set m= mo = multg,(Di ° D2), D; € &. Then
L KS 2 2m Pri 2 PKAM, + PKiY; -
w=1 i=l
Proof We have
£ b L K2 2 2m ) PKi = y PKiMo4 2 PKAY, + s PKiY; + DK,L y V5,
et 7 i=l i=L41
wherethe first inequality follows fromthe fact that the multiplicities, mo;, are non-
increasing with respect to the blowup, and the second follows from theorem 5.12.
Furthermore,
K K2 2PKL S- Vi > S° PKAY; »
i=L+1 i=L41
since it is clear that px, > px, fori =L+1,...,K, and so
L L K K2 2 2 2 2m>px 2 PKAY, + Sopiv + S PRAY; = PKAYA + SopKiv
i=1 i=1 i=L+1 i=1
Corollary 5.14 Set p; = pri. Then
L K i K 2
m pay (: + 2») > Qn? (» + 250 pi oF Ss r)
zai i=2 i=2 P44
In particular, m > 2n?.
Proof From proposition 5.5, the discrepancy a(F) of the first blowup is codim By—
2 = k—2 due to the quadratic singularity, rather than codim By — 1. Setting
6, = codim By — 2, and 6; = codim B;_; — 1 for 1 = 2,... Kh, the Noether-Fano
inequality can be rewritten
K K
So ivi an (done .
i=l i=1
From corollary 5.13, we have
L K
mSpi > 2pve + D> piv?
w=1 1=2
K
We now use Lagrange multipliers to find the minimum of 2p,v? + Ss, piv:
i=2
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K K
Set F(4,...,VK) = 2pyv? + S- piv? with minimizing condition G := So piv —
j=? i=1K ‘ K
n> > pidi = 0. Define auxiliary function A(4,...,vK,A) = 2piv? + So piv? ao
i=1 i=2K K
A (>:pi —n mens , and compute the partial derivatives:
i=1 i=1
OA
aan Api, + ApiVy
ON
— = 2p; + Api 7=2,...,K
Ov;
KK
ca = S- piv _ n>— pid.
i=1 i=1
Since p; #0, solving Vi,...verAh(41,---;UK,A) = 0 yields
as Yi=—5 (i= 2,....,K),
and substituting these into ah gives
K
So vidi\ , & K _ =i~FP 7DPDPd = 0 A= A
|
a |
7 7 ri+2> pii=2
Hence,
K 2 K 2yoni ~ [dn
K = K a
n+a%nl m+nj=2i=2
F(vj,..-,V¥K) = 2pin
  
K 2
>na
= 2n? i=1 K
Pi +2507;i=2
Since F(4,...,VvK) > F(vf,.--.V’%),
K K K 2
(2nvt +Se (: + yn) > 2n? (dona ;i=2 i=2 i=l
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and corollary 5.13 gives
L K K K
m (d») (» te 2n) = (20 +a) (» F yn)
i=1 1=2 x 1=2 , {=2
> Qn? (>:rs ‘i=l
For dim V =m> 3, 6, > 1, 6; > 2 fori =2,...,L, and 6; =1fort1=£+1,...,K.
Hence,
L K L K 2
m (>: *) (»: + yn] > 2n? (» +2 Spi + S- n) . (32)
i=] i=2 i=2 i=L+1
L K
Set A= So pi and B= S> p;. Then (32) can be rewritten as
i=2 i=L41
m(p; + A)(p1 + 24 + 2B) > 2n?(p, + 2A + B)?,
and we are done since
(p, + A)(p1 + 2A + 2B)
(p, +2A + B)? -
<> p,A+2A?+2AB+B? > 0
 
Proposition 5.15 There exists no maximal singularity with centre By = P*.
Proof Inthe formulation of the mainresult (section 5.1), a linear subspace P C P™
of codimension k was fixed, satisfying the inequality dimV =m < a3) 4 2, for
m > 6. That is to say, codim P* > 5. In fact, for the case By = P*, the result
holds for codim By = k > 3.
 
First, we exclude the case of By being the centre of a maximal subvariety of the
movable linear system © Cc | —nKy|. Assume the opposite. Let D,,D2 € & be
generic divisors, with mp1 = multg,(D1 ° D2). By proposition 5.7, we have that
multg,(D1 ° D2) > 207,
where 1, = ordg, Yj,9(D;). Now,if Bo is a maximal subvariety, so that codim By =
... = codim By_1, then the Noether-Fano inequality holds,
Moreover, since multiplicities are non-increasing with respect to the blowup,so that
24, >>... > VK, and k > 3, it follows from the Noether-Fano inequality that
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either 1, > nd, = n(k — 2) > n, or there exists an i > 1 such that 4, > nd;. But
then
2, > vy, > nd; = n(k — 1) > 2n,
so that 1; > nagain. Hence,
mo> 2v7 > 2n?.
However, the anticanonical degree of the cycle D, o D2 is
deg(D, 0 Dz) = ((Dy 0 Dz) - (—Ky8") = 2n’,
where Ky = —7*H, for H the class of a hyperplane in P, since V is a double
cover and D; ~ na*H. Therefore, multg,(D1°0 D2) > deg(D1° D2), a contradiction.
We now consider the infinitely near case. From corollary 5.14, we have that
™Mo,1 > 2n”, and so a contradiction is again deduced as above. oO
Remark 5.16 Although the inequality m > 2n? from corollary 5.14 wassufficient
to exclude infinitely near maximal singularities, it can actually be strengthened as
follows. Firstly, we introduce a modified graph structure:
ivj if i>j>2 and Bj,C Ey
im1 if L>i>l and By, Cc Ey
i+%l1 if i>L+1>1 and ByCc EH"
i~+j otherwise,
let
and denote the numberof paths from FE; to E;, for i > j, by pi in this modified
graph, setting p;; = 1. This structure is identical to the original graph, except
that we remove all arrows i — 1, where i € {L+1,...,A}. Since the graph
corresponding to the lower part of the resolution remains unchanged, the function
a(i) = Px; remains compatible with the graph structure. Furthermore, the proof
of theorem 5.12 relies on lemma 5.9 for when 1 <i < j < L only, so for the same
reason as just discussed, the lemma and theorem hold true for modified graph. It
remains to show that the Noether-Fano inequality still holds.
Let a; >... > a, be vertices, each with an arrow K — a;,andb; >...>b,>L
be vertices, each with an arrow b; — 1. We can then rewrite the Noether-Fano
inequality for the original graph structure as follows
K-1
PKK(VK — NOK) + S> So Pasi (Yj —nd;) > 0,
K-a; j=1
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recalling that p;,; = 0 for 7 > 7%. Since we are only removing arrows 7 — 1 fori > L,
the above Noether-Fano inequality remains the same except for when 7 = 1. We
have
s
Pa;,1 = Pa;,1 — S Pa,,by for t= L. 22 T,
l=1
and so
> Paxa("1 —T n01) = > (ra =a Yan) (4 _ vs :
Ka; K-a; l=1
But 1, < nd, (else E, would itself be a maximal subvariety), and so
oS Pazi(1 — 261) 2 S- Pa;i(V¥1 — 761).
K-a; K-a;
Hence, K K
So Biv = ndi) > So pilvi = n0;) > 0,
a1 t=1
and so the Noether-Fano inequality holds true for the modified graph structure.
By construction, there are no arrows i — 1 for i > L in the modified graph, and
so it follows that
L L
Bi =Pxa =>Pky <>Pi =>pea =A. (34)
1=2joi i=2
Wenowclaim that
2n?(p, + 2A + BY? > 3n?(p;, + A)(P, +24 + 2B).
After multiplying out and cancelling terms, the inequality is reduced to
2A? + 2B? 4+2AB > pe+pA+ 2B,
which holds true by (34). Hence, by corollary 5.14,
m(p, + A) (Pi + 2A + 2B) > 2n?(p, + 2A + B)? > 3n?(p, + A)(Pi + 2A + 2B),
giving the stronger inequality,
m > 3n?.
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6 Main theorem: the general case
In section 6.2, we explain why we cannot use the approach of the preceding chapter
in the general case of the main theorem. The proof that appears in this chapter
relies on inversion of adjunction, which follows from the connectedness principle, so
we start by stating and proving this.
6.1 The connectedness principle of Shokurov and Kollar
6.1.1 The connectedness principle
Definition 6.1 Let Y be a closed subscheme in X, and let 7: Y — X be the
inclusion morphism. Wedefine the ideal sheaf of Y , denoted Ty, to be the kernel
of the morphism i* : Ox — i,Oy. Hence, there is a short exact sequence
0—-Zy — Ox — Oy — 0,
where Oy = Ox/Ty.
Now,let D be an effective Cartier divisor on X, and Y be the associated locally
principal closed subscheme. It follows that Zy = Ox(—D), and hence there is a
short exact sequence
0 + Ox(—D) — Ox — Op — 0,
writing Op for Ox/Ox(—D).
The proof of proposition (6.3) makes use of the following theorem:
Theorem 6.2 (Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem) Let Y be asmooth
projective variety, R = S- r,R, an effective Q-divisor with 0 < r; < 1, R; pair-wise
tele
distinct, where the divisor Supp R has normal crossings. Assume that L € PicY
is a class such that the class (L — R) is numerically effective and big, that is,
(L— R)*™Y > 0. Then
HI(Y, Ky + L) =0
forj >1.
Proof See [28, 29, 30] for a proof and explanations. oO
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Proposition 6.3 Let X be a normal variety,
D= — 4D;
i€Ip
an effective Q-divisor on X (d; € Q* for all i € Ip), where the prime divisors
D; are pair-wise distinct, and f : X — X bea resolution of singularities of the
pair (X,D), with {E;|i € Ir} the set of exceptional divisors. Let D be thestrict
transform of D on X , where the divisor
Supp D U UJ E;
vel
has normalcrossings on X. Set J = Ip UI;, and write
Kz = f*(Kx +D) +5 eEj, (35)
jEd
where the E; C X are prime divisors (exceptional or components of the strict
transform D). Assumethat the class —(Kx + D) is numerically effective and big.
Then
U &
e;<-1
is connected.
Proof For each z € J, set
m=fe], a=m—e >0,
so that e; = m; — a;, a; < 1, and rewrite (35) as
—f*(Kx + D) =—-Kxz+ Bt - E> —S¢ 0g E;,
jet
for effective divisors
= y mE; => mE;
ey>—1 e;>0
and
~~ S mE;
e,;<-l
Now, —f*(Kx +D) being nefand big follows from our assumption on —(Kx + D),
and so applying the vanishing theorem to
L=—-Kz+E*-—E~ and R=)a,j,
jeJ
we get
Hi(X, E+ — E~)=0 (36)
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for 7 > 1. Now,consider the short exact sequence
0 > Ox(E* — E-) > OX(E*) > OX(E*)|z- 0,
which gives the long exact sequence
0 H°(X, Et — E~) > H°(X, E+) = H°(E-, E*|p-) > H1(X, E*-—E-)—....
Applying (36) to this sequence, we conclude that the map
H°(X, E+) = H°(E~, E*|z-) (37)
is surjective.
Since E+ is effective, each component must be f-exceptional, and so E* is f-
exceptional. By proposition 2.10, the linear system |E*| consists of just one divisor,
and so
H°(X,E*)=C.
By construction, E* and E~ are supported by divisors from disjoint sets, and so
the restriction E*|,- is effective on each connected component of E~.
Let / > 1 be the numberof connected components of Supp E~. Then
l
HY(E-, E*|p-) = D H°(E,, E* |p),
a=1
where E> are the connected components of E~, and so dim H°(E~, E*|g-) > l.
Hence, (37) gives a surjective map
c—-C'—=0
and we conclude that 1 <1, andsol=1. That isto say, Suppisconnected. oO
6.1.2 Inversion of adjunction
Westate a particular case of inversion of adjunction here, which follows from the
connectedness principle. For the general statement, see {12, chapter 17].
Proposition 6.4 Let x € X be factorial germ, and D an effective Q-divisor
with x € Supp D. Assumethat the point x is an isolated centre of a non-canonical
singularity of the pair (X,D), so that (X, D) is not canonical, but its restriction to
X \ {x} is. Let R be a divisor with x € R, R ¢ SuppD. Then the pair (R, D|p)
is not log canonical at x.
The prooffollows {12, chapter 17], in the style of [13].
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Proof Let D= > &Di, d; € Q,. Bydefinition, since the pair (X, D) is canonical
iIoutside x, we must have that d; < 1 for all 7 € J. Furthermore, we may replace D
by = for a small « € Q,, and so we may assumethat d; < 1 for allz € J.
Let 1: X+ — X be the blowup of the point z, E = \~!(x) C Xt the excep-
tional divisor, and define D+, R* to be thestrict transforms of D, R on XT, respec-
tively. Let w: X > X+ be resolution of singularities of the pair (X+, D+ + Rt),
and let p=Aocuwm: X — X bethe composite map, so that Di, Rare the strict
transforms of D;, R on x , respectively. Then
Kz =*(Kx + D+R) +) ej6)- > dD; — R, (38)
Jed iel
where the E; (j € J) are exceptional divisors of the morphism y. By definition,
we have
e'(D) = 74D, + DMorde, y"(D))E;, and y*(R) = R+)(orde, o*(R)) Ej.i€l jeJ jes
From (38) we have that e; = a(E;,X) — ordg, y*(D) — ordg, y*(R) for 7 € J.
Now,since not all exceptional divisors in the resolution lie over x, there is a subset
FC Ff with
yp'(x) = U Ej.
gett
Since X is factorial,
ordy, yp*(R)>1
for 7 € J+. By assumption, the pair (X,D) is not canonical so that vg,(D) =
ordz, y*(D) > a(Ei, X), where | € J* since the pair is canonical outside x. Hence
e, = a(FE), X) — ordg, y*(D) — ordg, y*(R) < —1. (39)
We see from (38) that R appears with coefficient —1, and so the connectedness
principle ensures
E,nR#6. (40)
Let ys = ¥lp: R — R betherestriction onto R of the sequence of blowups ¢,
and let Kp and Dp betherestrictions of Ky and D onto R. Then the adjunction
formula gives Kz = (Ky + R)\z and Kr = (Kx + R)|rz; applying this to (38), we
obtain
Kp= (Kz +R)iz
= (y*(Kx +D+R))|g+ S> es Bile ~ SS diDilz
jed iel
= 3(Krt Dr) +> eEjla—- > bile
jEJ ie.
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From (39) and (40), we see that there is an | € J* such that Ej|% has coefficient
strictly less than —1. It follows that
a(Ei, R) =er+ ordg, y=(Dr)
< ordg, p=(Dr) — 1.
That is to say, ordg, p>(Dr) > a(£i,R) +1, andso the pair (A, Da) is not log
canonical at x. gO
6.2 The general case
Unfortunately, we cannot use the approach of the preceding chapter when B C P*
is an arbitrary subvariety. The reason is that when blowing up B and then the
centre of the maximal singularity on the blowup and so on, we obtain a sequence of
singular varieties, the singularities of which are difficult to control. We will therefore
use an alternative approach.
Firstly, let II Cc P™ be a generic linear subspace of dimension codimB > 6,
Vq = 71(II) the corresponding double cover, and Uy = Uy, a movable linear
system defined as the restriction of the linear system onto Vy. By genericity of
II, the pair (Vj, Ym) is not canonical, that is, My has a maximal singularity, the
centre of which is a point in the singular locus P* % Vy; namely, any of the points
of intersection BM Vy. Hence, we are reduced to the case when the centre of a
maximalsingularity is a point in the singular locus. In order to study this case, we
need to investigate the degenerate fibres of ET over P* & P.
6.3. Degenerating quadrics
Let S be the space of kxk symmetric matrices with C-coefficients, having dimension
MAD and S the space of k x k symmetric matrices with homogeneous polynomial
coefficients of degree 2m—2 in rz,..., 2m. Since the number of monomials of degree
n in r variables is ("*"~*), it follows that S has dimension MEF) (3mh2)
Let (p, A) be an element of P™-* xS, where we identify P™-* with P*. Note that
the rank rk A(p) does not depend on the choiceof coordinates of p: when we replace
(ay, ..-;@m) by (Aag,.--;A@m), A(@k,--+,4m) is replaced by \?"~*A(ag,---;m);
so the rank of the matrix remains the same, and therefore rk A(p) is well defined
for p€ P™*. Define X, = {(p, A)|rk A(p) < k-— e} C P™* x S and set X,(A) =
{p © P™*| rk A(p) <k—e} for A € S and X.(p) = {A|rk A(p) < k— e} for pe
pe-®,
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Lemma 6.5 If acrh >m-—k-+1, then for generic A € S we have X,(A) = 9,
that is, for every p € P™*,
rk A(p) >k-—e+1.
Proof The lemmaobviously follows from
Lemma6.6 For each e > 0 there is a non-empty Zariski open subset U C § such
that for ACU,
e(e + 1)
2
 codim (X.(A) Cc pm*) = min | sm —k+ i} .
Proof of Lemma 6.6 We have X.(A) = X. (P™* x {A}), and P™* x {A}
are just fibres of the projection P™* x S — S. We may assumesurjectivity of
the restricted projection X, — S for the following reason: if not surjective, this
means there exists A € S with X.(A) = @. That is to say, for all p € P”™*,
rk A(p) > k —e +1, and there is nothing further to prove. Taking this observation
into account, the lemma follows from
Lemma6.7 Thefollowing equality holds:
e(e+ 1)> codim (X. cPx S) =
Proof of Lemma 6.7 Consider the closed algebraic set X-(p) = X- ({p} x S).
Thus dim X, = dim X,(p) + (m — k), and the result follows from
Lemma6.8 The following equality holds:
 e(e +1)codim (X,.(p) C S) = 5
Proof of Lemma 6.8 Define S, = {M € S|rkM <k-—e}. For p= (ay:...:
Gm) € P™-*, denote p = (ax,---,@m) € C™**", and consider the map {p} xS — S,
given by evaluating a matrix A € S at p. Clearly this map is surjective, and
all fibres are of the same dimension and smooth: choose coordinates such that
p=(1:0:...:0), with coordinates z,,...,%m. Then for any M € S, the inverse
image is {p} x (Mx?™* + N), where N C is the subspace of matrices whose
coefficients do not include the monomial ae and the dimension of a fibre is= He ((°R-452) — 1).2m—2
Now,recalling from what wassaid earlier, we have that X.(p) = X.(p). Consider
the restriction map X,(p) + S.. Then, since this map is surjective, we have that
dim X,(p) = dim S, + A.
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That is to say,
codim (X,(p) C S) =codim(S, C S),
and the lemmafollows from
Lemma6.9 The following equality holds:
e(e + 1)5 codim (S, C S) =
Proof of Lemma 6.9 First, note that if we define Y; := {M € S|rk M =k — 7},k
then S. = LU, so that dim X, = dim Y., and henceit is enough to prove the
we
lemmafor Y,.
Let M € S be a symmetric matrix of rank k — e. It is a well known result that
a symmetric matrix of rank k —e has at least one non-zero principal minor of order
k — e, and so by swapping the relevant same indexed rows and columns of M, so
that the result is still a symmetric matrix, we may assume that M has thefollowingu-(85)
where D is a non-degenerate symmetric (k—e) x (k—e) submatrix, B’ = C, and A
form:
is a symmetric e x e submatrix. Now, consider the submatrix (%). Since row rank
equals column rank, this submatrix has rank k — e, and so each row of B is a linear
combination of rows of D, where the only condition on entries in B is the initial
symmetric condition on M. Similarly, for the columns of C and D. Explicitly, if
M = (a;;), then B and C haveentries:
k
Qi =) nay for 1<i<e, e+1<j<k, and
l=e+1
k
an = > ryaj, for 1<i<e, e+1<j<k, respectively.
l=e+1
Since the last k — e rows of WM are linearly independent, the first e rows are linear
combinations of these. In particular,
k
aij = 0 nay for l<i<e, 1<j<e,
l=e+1
where the r; are as determined above, so that the entries of A are fixed. Since this
submatrix is symmetric, there are precisely 5e(e +1) constraints on these entries.
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An alternative approach is as follows: let @ denote a quadric hypersurface in
P*-*, and define S! = {Q c PP|rkQ < k—e}. Let Q’ denote a quadric hyper-
surface in P*-*~*, and set T = {Q’! c P*-*-*|rkQ’ = k — e}. Now,if a singular
quadric Q is defined by a homogeneous equation F’ of degree 2, then the vertex
space of Q is the vanishing locus of the system of partial derivatives of F’. It fol-
lows from Euler’s homogeneousfunction theorem that this is indeed contained in Q,
and any line joining the singular vertex space to the base is contained in Q. Now,
clearly, a quadric in S! corresponds to a symmetric matrix Mof coranke (up to
multiplication by a scalar), and the matrix of partial derivatives (which is of course
the same as the Jacobian of F’) is just a scalar multiple of /, so also has corank e.
That is to say, the number of free parameters in system of equations on = 0 ise,
and so the vertex space of Q has projective dimensione — 1. The base of @ then
corresponds to an element of 7’, that is, a non-degenerate quadric hypersurface in
Pk-1-¢. Hence,
dim S$’ = dimT + dim Gr(e, k),
where T can be identified with the projectivisation of the space of (k — e) x (k —
e) symmetric matrices, S! with the projectivisation of S, defined above, and the
Grassmannian Gr(e,k) with the space of (e — 1)—dimensional subspaces in P*~’.
Wehave that
dimGr(e,k) = k(k—e) —(k-—e)
= e(k—e)
Hence,
dim S) = s(k—e)(k-e+1)-1+e(k-e)
= sth +1)-1- se(e+ 1),
and so codim(S, C S) = (oy Qo
Recall that vgs : E* > P* = P isa fibration into quadrics. Now, the elements ofk-1
the space of quadratic forms, x?,,,; = > etyPlPiya: 5 Om) WO Boy xy eats maa
i,j=0
for varying P;;(z.), have corresponding (k+1) x (k+1) symmetric matrices, which
are clearly in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of S. Therefore, for
a given choice of P;;, that is, for a given choice of W, we have a corresponding
matrix A € S. Hence, the subspace in P* over which the quadric fibres have rank
<k+1-—e can be identified with the space X,(A), and it follows from lemmas6.5
and 6.6 that this space is either empty, or has codimension eer) | We assumed in
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Section 5.1 that m < ied)
any fibre of yp+ is at least 4: suppose X;_3(A) 4 0. Then
+2. By Lemma 6.5, we now conclude that the rank of
dim (X,_-3(A) CP™*) = m—p- E—3E~
9)
k(k ~ 3) (k — 3)(k — 2)S ia
= —l.
Hence X,_3(A) = @ as required.
6.4 Inversion of adjunction
Nowlet us complete the proofof our theorem. Supposetherestricted pair (Vi, +n)
has the point o € BM Vy as an isolated centre of a non-canonical singularity,
let y : Vi — Var be the blowup of the point o, and let E* be the exceptional
divisor y~'(o), considered as a quadric hypersurface in P’, where codimB = l.
Furthermore, let D* be the strict transform of D € My on Vj. For some pw € Z,,
we have that
Dt ~ y*D — pEt. (41)
Consider the pair (Vi,+1). We now argue asin [36], see also Section 1 in [37].
Take a generic 3-plane A C II, containing the point o. Set Vy = 7~1(A), and let
Xa be the restriction of © onto Va. By inversion of adjunction (proposition 6.4, or
see [38, 12]), the pair (V\,+¥,q) is not log canonical. However, the point o € Vj is
a non-degenerate 3-fold quadratic singularity: since A is generic, the restriction of
the quadric E onto the blowup V,* does not reduceits rank.
Wenow argueas in proposition 1.3, {36] (or as in [39], proof of proposition 3.10),
to conclude that uw > n. Assume the opposite: w <n. Recall the notation from
section 5.4. Let Yi0 : Vi + Va be the blowup of the point 0, E, = E* be the
exceptional divisor 979(9), and let U4 be the strict transform of the system U, on
V, = Vi. Let Et C V# be a maximal singularity of the pair (V,,+¥,), centred at
o € Va, for some model w : V' — Va of Va, so that the Noether-Fano inequality
Vu#(2Eq) > a(B*, Va) holds, and theresolution is such that yj) 0 V(E") = Ex.
Proposition 6.10 The pair (V,°,+X{) is not canonical. Moreover, the centre of
any non-canonical singularity of this pair is contained in the exceptional divisor E*.
Proof Westart by makinga claim.
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Claim The following equality holds:
a(Ex, Va) => a(Ex, Vi) + a(Fy, VaVE (£4).
Proof of Claim
KYVig = Pxo(Kvy) i a(F, Va)Et Tae a(Ex, Va)EK
Ky, = ¥io(Kva) + a(E1, Va) Fr.
Hence,
Kg = ica (Yio(Kvy) + a(Fi, Va) Ei) + a(Ex, Vi)Ex
= ¥xo(Kv,) + (Fi, Valens (Fr) + (EK, Mi) Ex.
Now,
x1 (£1) = Ef + Vp (E1) E35 +...+Up,(LK)EK,
and so by comparing coefficients of Ex, the claim is proved. Oo
Let D* be the strict transform of a generic divisor D € Ny, on V,". Then
1, 1 LL~¥i0\P) rs 7 + ae (42)
ver (+D) =vm (D+) + (4) vp(E*): (43)(72) (3P*) +(6)
Now,since (Va, +D) is not canonical, it follows from the claim and (43) that
1
Vet (<0) > a(E*, Vx)
and so
n
1= Vat (<0*) + (“) Vex(E*) > a(E’, Var) + a(E*, Va)vex(E*).
Hence, either # > a(E+,Va), so that mult, (+D) = # > a(E*,Va) and so 0 is a
maximalpoint of +D, or else vg: (+D*) > a(E?, Vy"). oO
Now, set Di, = Dt|g+. Then by inversion of adjunction (proposition 6.4),
the pair (E*,4+Dz,) is not log canonical. Let Hp+ = —E*|g+ be theclass of a
hyperplane section of E* C P3. It follows from (42) that
Di, ~ —wE*|g+ = wg.
However,since E+ C P3 is a smooth quadric hypersurface, and yw <n, (E*,+Dz4)
not being log canonical is a contradiction [36, proposition 1.2].
Alternatively, since E+ is a smooth quadric surface, E* = P* x P*, and since a
hyperplanesection is given by Hg+ ~ F+G (where the classes F’ and G correspond
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to the two families of line generators on E*), it follows that Die ~ pF + uG is an
effective curve of bidegree (yu, u). This is impossible[40].
Hence, » > n, and so mult,D > 2n by (41) and the fact that E* is quadratic.
However, the degree of D is
deg D = (D-n*Hj*) = 2n
where Hy is the class of a hyperplane in II, since Vq is a double cover and
D ~ nr*Hy. Therefore, we have mult,D > deg D, which is not possible. The
contradiction proves the theorem.
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